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Student arrested
for cocaine sale ·
By Mary Tamer
A UNH student was arrested
behind the Garrison Avenue
apartments Wednesday afternoon after he allegedly sold $250
worth of cocaine to an undercover policewoman.
David Boulet, 21, of Sanford,
Maine, was taken into custody
at approximately 4:30 p.m. He
has been charged with two
counts of conspiracy to sell a
narcotic drug and two counts
of selling a narcotic drug.
According to a Durham police
spokesman, Boulet was arrested
as a result of a two month joint
investigation between Durham
and Dover police.
Boulet had allegedly sold
cocaine to an undercover Dover
policewoman on two seperate
occasions, the first occuring on
March 2 for $45, and the second
Wednesday at 4 p.m. for $250.
The police spokes man could not
specify on the exact quantities
of the cocaine.
The alleged sale took place
inside Boulet' s black Chevrolet
Beretta that was parked behind
42 Garrison Ave. After the
alleged sale, four plainclothes
officers approached Boulet and
took him into custody.
One resident from the Garrison Avenue apartment complex said she had just come
home when she heard shouting
outside her window. Upon look-

ing out her window, she saw
"people running by with guns"
and later saw Boulet being
arrested.
"It was kind of like Miami
Vice," she said.
The police spokes man said
firearms were present during
the arrest "given the potential
for violence" in drug related
cases.
Boulet was held overnight in
the Strafford County Jail in lieu
of $5000 cash bail. He was
arraigned yesterday in Dover
District Court and later released
on a reduced cash bail of $1250
and a personal recognizance bail
of $5000.
Along with the probable
cause hearing, set for May 19
in Durham District Court, the
police spokes man said they
"intend to seek indictments on
these charges before the Strafford County Grand Jury, which
will be sitting on May 18."
Durham Police are also planning to request that the Attorney General's office petition for
forfeiture of Boulet's car, as it
was alledgedly used in drug
activity.
If convicted, Boulet could face
a maxjmum sentence of 7 to 15
years imprisonment and a $2000
fine.
The police spokesman added
that similar investigations within the community will continue.
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NewJy elec_ted SBVP Chris Sterndale and SBP Mike Desmarais. (1-r) (Mike Parnham photo)

Desmarais/Sterndale win
Grab positions with 71 % of vote

By Jay Kumar
After the dust had settled on
the Student Body Presidential
election early Thursday morning, the ticket of Mike Desma1 rais and Chris Sterndale
emerged as the victors in a
sur.prise landslide over their
opponents.
Of the 3,234 votes, the Desmarais/Sterndale ticket finished
with 71 percent (2,305 votes),
burying the George Yfantopulos/Kelly Jenkins (678 votes,
21 percent) and Dewey
Lachance/Ellen Hanson (173
votes, 5. 3 percent) tickets.
Write-ins and other votes accounted for the remaining 2.4
percent (78 votes).
"I was excited and jus~ so
. happy that so many people
voted," Desmarais said yester. day afternoon, still weary from
waiting all night for the results.
"We got our message across,
. trying to come up with solutions

to problems that affect the
university."
Desmarais expressed surprise
at the margin of victory. "We
felt we ( campaigned) as well
as we could," he said, adding that
they were "shooting for over
50 percent so we wouldn't have
a run-off."
He attributed the ticket's
victory to the fact that "what
we were talking about were
things that were important."
He also said his campaign staff
did an outstanding job.
'Tm glad it's over," Sterndale
said. Tm ready to begin."
'Tm really happy that so
many people voted," he added.
Desmarais and Sterndale take
office on May 1, when they will
put together their administration and get their show on the
road.
Wearing a Desmarais/Sterndale button, Yfantopulos s::iid vestercfay 'Tm con-

fident Chris and Mike will serve
the students. They won the
election because they went out
and reached students more. I
wish them all the luck."
He added, 'Tm glad the
campaign was handled very
honorably between the three
tickets. They' re very qualified
men."
Student Senate Executive
Officer Steve Roder"ick said it
took eight hours and 20 counters
to tally up the votes, a shorter
time than last year with more
to count. He said the 3,234 votes
were "a little bit more than last
year," when the totals were
2,893 and 2,382 votes (in the
regular and run-off elections,
respectively).
Roderick said, "I think there
was a lot more postering, a lot
more disrespect by candidates
for people's liv'ing environments."

Room & board hiked up
Steed of kings, princess of pastures; the noble cow. (file photo)
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The Violent Femmes play their hand in
Boston. Read the review in the

Arts & Entertainment
section on page· 18.

By Terri Danisevich
Undergraduates living in
UNH housing next year will be
confronted with an additional
$74 fee to pay for the interest
on an $18 million bond that will
be used for construction of the
new housing complex behind
A-lot.
Room and board fees will
increase $303 next year in
response to a decision made by
University System of New
Hampshire Trustees this past
Saturday.
The remaining $229 increase
is the result of yearly assesments
of general inflation, according
to Anthony Zizos , associate
dean for student affairs.
The current room and board

a

cost for a student living in
double room, with a 19 meal
plan and paying mandatory fees,
is $3,397. Next year, after
annual increases and the additional fee for the new complex,
the same student will be paying
$3,700, an increase of 8.9 percent.
Construction of the new dormitory is set for August of this
year, said Karen Polak, head of
the Student Senate r~sidential
program and housing committee. Plans are for the building
to be completed by August of
1990, in time for students to
move in for the fall semester.
The $37 per semester ($74
.p er year) increase will be billed
to all undergraduate residents

of university owned housing for
the coming fall semester. Polak
said the fee will only be required
if ground is broken for the
complex by the fall of 1989.
The charge is being billed to
those living in university owned
housing because those students
will eventually be eligible to live
in the dorm when it is completed, said Polak.
According to Polak, the fee
will not be charged to commuters or any students living in
non-undergraduate housing,
such as the Forest Park apartments or Babcock House.
Sophomore Alexander Hall
resident, Tom Koch, was not
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OTs work for self- sufficiency of handicapped
I

By Laura Deame
Peter is a stroke victim and
has lost all function on his left
side. Years ago, he would have
had to spend thousands of
dollars on institutional or hos- ·
pital care, but instead Peter can
work with an occupational therapist. He lives in his specially
adapted apartment while he
recovers, saving money while .N.~learning to become independent ·1•= M•
-"-...,__
in his own home.
Helping people become independent. It's an occupational
therapist's job, and it can range
from helping a child who has
difficulty holding a pencil to
teaching a person born blind
and deaf how to live life on their
own.
Last Tuesday was OT Awareness Day in the MUB, and its
purpose was to let the student
body become aware of the rewards this major gives its students here at UNH.
"People think OT's just find Occupational Therapists help a wide range of people. (file photo)
jobs for people," said Cheryl
Carvalho, a sophomore in the
program. "What we really do impaired to read again. They increasmg, and the strides foris show people how to cope with even show stroke patients how ward in rehabilitative research,
the outside world--physically, to overcome significant memory jobs are easy to find.
'Tm not worried at all about
loss.
mentally and socially."
Through their efforts many finding a job when I graduate,"
According to Carvalho, occupational therapists commonly seriously ill patients can return said Sophomore Jill Johnston.
treat victims of stroke, cerebral to their jobs, families, and social "Plus, I know that any employer
I go to will be impressed that
palsy, mental retardation, and communities.
one
is
Therapy
I completed the UNH OT proOccupational
a variety of mental problems.
They work with victims of of the 20 fastest growing pro- gram. It has an incredible repparalysis, teaching them how fessions, according to the US utation."
According to Judith Ward, a
to regain the use of their mus- Bureau of Labor Statistics. With
aged
of the OT faculty,
the
of
member
pulation
po_
the
~!es. They _help the visually_

UNH is the only public university in New England that offers
the major, and is receiving a
number of transfers from other
schools who want to join the
program.
UNH is a member of the New
England Regional Program,
which allows the residents of
other New England states to
major in OT at UNH' for instate tuition plus an added ten
percent, because the program

' is not offered in their homestate university, said Ward.
According to most majors, the
program is not an easy one.
Freshman start out studying
Anatomy and Physiology, along
with Kinesiology sophomore
year. Besides a student's regular
workload, which can require
extensive labwork and detailed
reports, every student is required to complete three oneweek internships, where they
shadow an OT professional.
· "The internships were very
important," said Laura Barrett,
a senior in the program. "They
gave us exposure to the topics
we were studying, so we could
put things in perspective and
apply it to our coursework."
Laura Barrett, former president of the OT club, said that
upon graduation, the OT is
handed a blank diploma. Their
fieldwork isn't done. They must
next complete a nine-month
internship, or affiliation, in
three different genres of OT.
Split into three-month segments, the major must complete
affiliations in physical care,
mental care, and a special topic
related to the field the OT will
. focus on.
Throughout this nine-month
period, the OT works with
increased responsibility, but no
salary for their work. If they pass
each of the affiliations, they take
a board examination to become
THERAPY, page 7

.NEWS IN. BRIEF
Wright in political
jeopardy after probe

Kitty sends Barbara
a get-well telegram

Abbie Hoffman
dead at 52

The House ethics committee has found "reason
to believe" Speaker Jim Wright improperly accepted
gifts from a business partner and sought to evade
outside income limits through bulk sales of his book,
a source familiar with the probe said late Wednesday.
The decisions, essentially completing the panel's
10-month investigation of the speaker's finances,
dealt a severe political blow to Wright and appeared
likely to jeopardize his standing as the Democratic
Party's top elected official.
A strong bipartisan majority of the 12-member
committee voted Wednesday to find that Wright
had apparently violated House rules in the two
most serious areas before the panel, the acceptance
of gifts from a person with an interest in legislation
and the evasion of outside income limits. That
further underscored the political trouble the decision
presents for Wright, D-Texas.

Kitty Dukakis sent a get-well telegram to first
lady Barbara Bush, who underwent radioactive
treatment to destroy her thyroid gland Wednesday.
"Best wishes for a speedy recovery," the wife
of former Democratic Presidential nominee Michael
S. Dukakis wrote Mrs. Bush.
A spokesman for the Massachusetts governor
said Mrs. Dukakis has always been fond of Mrs.
Bush despite the political rivalry between their
spouses. Dukakis was· particularly pleased, while
undergoing alcohol treatment in Newport, R.I.,
to receive a note of best wishes from Mrs. Bush.
Anna Perez, Mrs. Bush's press secretary said the
treatment Wednesday, "never broke her stride."
Mrs. Bush returned to the White House following
a two-hour stay at Walter Reed Army Medical
Center.

Abbie Hoffman, the satirical Chicago Seven radical
who captured the hearts and minds of one generation
and angered another by tossing dollar bills on a
stock _exchange floor and founding the Yippie party,
has died.
He was 52.
Hoffman, who wrote the books "Revolution for
the Hell of It" and "Steal This Book," was found
dead in his home Wednesday evening, said Solebury
Township Police Chief Richard Mangan.
Michael Waldron, a neighbor, found Hoffman
and told police Hoffman had been depressed about
an auto accident in which he suffered a broken leg
last June. But Mangan said no evidence suggested
suicide.

More bodies sought
in satanic deaths
In Matamoros, Mexico police dug for two more
bodies Wednesday at a ranch where they found
mutilated bodies of at least 12 people, including
a boy, allegedly sacrificed by drug smugglers seeking
voodoo protection. Authorities said they were
seeking a Cuban they believe led the bloody cult.
Authorities said they were seeking a Cuban they
believe led the bloody cult.
"Very clearly they believed the human sacrifices
put a magical shield a·round them that protected
them from ·evil or harm, even ~p to bullets," said
Texas Attorney General Jim Mattox.
In addition to the boy, the victims included a
Matamoros policeman, a Mexican federal police
volunteer, and University of Texas pre-medical
student, Mexican and U.S . officials said. At least
one victim was kidnapped in Brownsville, Texas,
in the last month, and as many as three of the dead
-~ay be American, officials said.

Bush expected to veto
minimum wage hill
The Senate voted 62-37 Wednesday in favor of
raising the hourly minimum wage to $4.55 by
October 1991, bringing the Democratic-controlled
Congress closer to its first domestic policy showdown
with President Bush.
That confrontation, however, won't come immediately.
A conference committee will be needed to resolve
differences between the Senate measure and a Housepassed bill which also sets a 1991 target of $4.55
for the minimum wage - 30 cents an hour higher
than Bush has said he would support.
The conference committee is unlikely to change
major provisions of the bill before it is returned
to both chambers, where the Democratic majorities
have the votes to secure final passage.
But Bush would only need the support of onethird of the members in either chamber to sustain
a veto. In the Senate, that would be 34 votes.

--

---

·Proposed Eastern
buyout collapses
Peter V. Ueberroth's proposed $464 million
purchase of strike-bound Eastern Airlines collapsed
o~er an impasse with its unions and parent Texas
Au Corp., the former baseball commissioner
announced Wednesday.
"We are deeply disappointed this transaction
collapsed last night and is done," Ueberroth told
a news conference. "Our agreement with Texas
Air is terminated, it's finished, it's over."
Eastern President Phil Bakes said the Miamibased airline's strategy is to reorganize as a smaller
car_rier serving 50 percen~ to 60 percent of its prestnke schedule of 1,040 flights a day and employing
15,000 to 18,000 people, compared with 31,000
before the strike.
The announcement that the U eberroth deal had
collapsed came following days of intense negotiations
~hat co~tinued Wednesday as a federal bankruptcy
Judg~ tned to salvage the sinking deal.
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Honesty oath may
require signature

Bedker
explains
confusion

By R. Scott Nelson
Should a student be required
to sign an oath of academic
honesty before being admitted ·
to UNH?
By Kathleen Haley
The Academic Senate is currently trying to determine the
Confusion among class
answer to this sticky question.
members caused controversy in
After failing to return a
Patty Bedker's Food and People
verdict on the matter last Monclass last week when the legiday, Senate members postponed
timacy of a mandatory assignthe vote until April 24, in order
ment was disputed by many
for student opinions and legal
students.
implications of the proposed
Bedker stated last week in ·
policy to be clarified.
The New Hampshire that the
The current draft of the
class had voted on whether they
proposed honor code would
wished to participate in the
obligate students to sign the
Crop Walk for hunger. She also
oath prior to registration at
stated that the project was not
UNH. The code also would
a requirement for the class.
·...·r·.····· ·'·
allow professors to include
Since then, students have
•
sworn honesty statements on
come forward denying that
exams, papers, laboratory exthere was a vote and claiming
·,,, .,.,,.,,..;/',
··. ..
ercises and homework if they
that taking part in the event was
wished.
a requirement for the class
The code would contain dewhich represented six percent
finitions of academic dishonesty,
of the total grade.
including cheating on tests,
"There was no vote," said one
working together on individual
student who wished not to be
A voluntary pa~idpant of
assignments and plagiarism,
identified. "We never voted on
(Sharon Donovan photo)
anything."
event he cllctn t nave a problem.
"The money wasn't an issue," which are identical to those
"I might have even done it
Bedker said that alternatives said Bedker. " It was not re- found in the student handbook.
Student Body Vice President
if I wasn ' t in the class," the were available to those students quired."
Mike
Rose, a member of the
student said. "The way she went who approached her with probMissy Schorr, a student in the
about it was wrong."
lems, but that she did not class and a member of the Senate Ad Hoc Committee on
Thomas Fairchild, dean of the announce the opportunity in volunteer committee that Academic Honesty, said an
College of Life Science and class.
helped organize the class' par- · attorney will be consulted with
Agriculture, said that he did not
"You don't get up and make ticpation in the Crop Walk, next week to determine the
legality of a mandatory academic
think that requiring participa- an announcement like that in agreed with Bedker.
.
tion in the project violated any a class of 600 students," she said.
"We were not required to give honesty oath.
The current draft of the
university rules. He said as long
Other students claimed that any money," she said. The
as an alternative was provided they were told that they had to pledge envelopes were used only honesty policy allows individual
exceptions to be granted if a
for students who could not or donate money to the Crop Walk
BEDKER, page 5 student cannot sign the oath for
did not want to take part in the in order to get credit.
"religious or other reasons."
The proposed code would be
instituted for the 1989 fall
semester for incoming freshBy Kim Armstrong
UNH chaplain.
5:00 p.m.
men. Sophomores, juniors and
"I don't know of any other
Despite gloomy weather preAlthough some people ran seniors would be grandfathered
dictions, Sunday's Crop Walk activity that brings everyone
or jogged the route, Gillian and not required to sign.
together," said Murphy-Geiss.
harvested many eager feet.
Tierney, a sophomore Chi OmeRose said the vote on the
Because of everyone's eagerApproximately 600 to 700
ga sister, walked the four miles. honor code was postponed due
walkers (that's about 1200-1400 ness to help the hungry, the
She heard about it through Chi
little feet) sparked their treads walk raised an estimated $8,500,
Omega.
in order to raise money for the reaching the previously set goal.
She "thought it was ·a v@ry
hunger branch of the Church Exact totals won't be known
good cause." More people
until everyone turns in their
World Service.
walked the four mile route
The walk in Durham is the pledge money near the end of
rather than the ten mile route,
only one in the country where May, said Murphy-Geiss.
said Tierney.
With everyone in place beboth town and university comFor the past eight years,
munities combine efforts to hind the MUB at 1:00 Sunday
UNH ChaplainJeane Wetherby By Neal McCarthy
raise money. Slides were taken afternoon, heels aloof, legs
has participated in the event.
To continue with his ongoing
this year to show the unity raring to go, walkers set out on
"It's a nice way to celebrate question and answer forums on
between the Greeks, Under- one of two courses, either four
caring," she said. The event campus, last night President
graduates, children, and older miles or ten miles. The last of
CROP, page 5 Haaland listened to the opinions
said Gail M111rnhu •. ( -.,=•1c:c:
the fearless feet finished around
and concerns of the student body
in Richardson House.
The crowd, though small in ,
size, took full advantage of the
90 minute session to question
the President on issues ranging
from the budget and new housing facility, to concerns with
parking and class scheduling.
With the new 25 percent hike
for in-sta te tuitio n nex t year,
the budget has been a question
witn many of t he students
recen tl y. Haaland pointed to
UNH's budget bill that was
passed by th e NH House of
Representatives, earlier in the
day which restored funds at a
level that Governor Judd Gregg
had recommended.
This eliminated the eight
percent further reduction proposed previously by the House.
The bill now gets passed on to
the Senate, and Haaland termed
the day s happenings as good
news.
One student claimed to have
wr itte n to several House Representatives concerning what
cuts the University System had
A few of the hundreds of C rop Walkers sign up. (Sharon Donovan photo)
offered for the budget. ~e got

j

'

Crop Walk reaps donations

to a lack of a unified student
opinion, which ranges from
firm support to adamant opposition.
Junior Alex Weill, a student
senator who suggested implementing an honor code last fall,
said she believes the oath would
increase student awareness of
the university policy on academic honesty.
"The oath just draws attention to something we should
always be paying attention to
anyway," Weill sai~.
Weill said the code should not
imply a lack of trust. She said
military service academies, at
which standards of integrity are
assumed to be upheld, have
honesty codes to inform students of policies on cheating.
"As it stands, it's really very
innocuous," Weill said.
Another member of the Student Senate, Freshman Melissa
Coleman, said she believes the .
code is negative towards students.
"It makes it seem like cheating is the rule and not the
exception," Coleman said.
Senior Student Senator Karen
Polak said the code would not
be effective in reducing academic dishonesty, as people who
cheat will cheat no matter what.
"Who's going to admit at the
end of an exam that they cheated?" Polak said. "I don't think
that kind of honesty will be
appreciated."
According to Polak, the responsibility for cheating should
be shouldered by professors as
well as students.
"Some of it is the professors'
fault," Polak said. "A lot of them
use the exact same test each
semester, and then get angry
when students study old copies
of their tests."

Haaland answers
student questions

GORD ON HAALAND
a reply from one representative
stating the university had only
offered broad reductions.
Haaland explained that in the
past during budget problems,
it created a lot of concern. He
said you don't want to single out
certain programs because it may
not be needed, and anyone who
was planning to come to UNH
under these programs wo n't

FORUM, page 11
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ON THE SP
Do you plan on wearing blue jeans on "Blue Jeans Day"
in support of civil rights for homosexu als?"

"Yes, but probably not on
purpose. It is kind of like a shoes
day, something you would wear
anyway."

"Yes, everyone is en.t itled to civil
rights regardless of sexual preference."

"Yes, I support civil rights for
all humans."
Steve Inamorati

Mary Langan'gagne
Marc Laliberte

"Yes, because everyone deserves
equal rights. I think some of the
people who don't wear blue
jeans are afraid to be associated
with homosexuals."

Sophomore
Sophomore

Senior

Christine Kearney
Business

Nursing

Junior

Political Science
Psychology
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Tarule explained that our
ideas are not found in our minds,
as fortunes are found in fortune
cookies. They are formed as we
experience the world around us
and in our conversations with
other people.
In her book, "Women's Ways
of Knowing," which she coauthored with three other women, she gave an example of a
connected person as one who
tries to understand or be understood. They don't enjoy playing
the "devil's advocate," thinking
that tactic insincere and silly.
On the other side of the coin
is separate knowledge. It is
adversarial, tries to prove or
disprove, uses reason and logic,
and remains essentially detached.
In Tarule's opinion, education
is concerned only with separate
knowledge. She commented it
would be highly unusual for two
students to collaborate on an
e-xam because it is considered
cheating. In addition, it is
unusual for students to collaborate on papers unless collaboration is part of the assignment.
Students are much more accustomed to listening to lectures, rather than discussing
their subjects. Tarule added that
students do study together, but
it is usually thought of as a
"study date" and not an experiment in connected learning.
As a result of Tarule's research for her book, she noticed
that success in school was a
result of students becoming
more abstract in their papers,
ceasing to form relationships
with the ideas presented, and
basically not caring anymore.
She commented that this is how
students learn to "play the
educational game."
Women are traditionally
more likely to be connected
thinkers, according to psychologist Carol Gillig~n. In an article

r 1 ...,_ CJ
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GOURMET DINNER- Granite State Room, MUB, 6:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, APRIL 15
UNH COLLEGIATE CYCLING CLASSIC- Race starts and
fini~hes ~t Oyster River High School, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Reg1strat1on 7:30 - 10 a.m. Information : 868-3092 or Rec
Sports 862-2031
NHMTA GRANITE STATE COMPETITION - Bratton
Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE - vs. Massachusetts. Field House,
1 p.m.
.
•
MEN'S LACROSSE - vs. St. John's, 2 p.m.
GOURMET DINNER - MUB, 6:30 p.m.
CONCERT - Elvis Costello. Field House 8 p.m. tickets
at MUB Tickoc Office.
'
. '
SUNDA Y, _APRIL 16
MUSO FILM - "Paris, Texas." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 an<l
9:30 p.m., stud~nts $1, general $2

begin to suggest how much our
ideas are really shaped and
influenced by others. We do not
think and write in a vacuum."
The students are then required
to effectively collaborate on
every aspect of writing the
paper.
Tarule wanted to share her
idea of a utopian vision .o f
education, in which connected
teaching supports development
and all know ledge gained is .
socially constructed. But she
doesn't feel her vision will be
realized unless women's voices
ar: heard equally with men's
votees.
Some day Tarule hopes a
point will be reached when all
new questions, ideas and dreams
will be realized through a combination of connected and separate knowledge. She said, "To
borrow from the Beatles, we
learn with a lot of help from our
friends."

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING - Learn dances form
around the world. Teaching and request dancing, beginners
welcom_e, no partner necessary. Room 104, New Hampshire
Hall, 7:30-10 p.m.
MONDAY, APRIL 17
HANDICAP AWARENESS DAY - Strafford Room mUB
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
'
'
BLOOD DRIVE - "Uh-oh Those Bloomin Nurses are Comin
Again!" Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
SPANISH FILM SERIES - "The Holy Innocents." Room
110, Murkland, 4 p.m.
SLIDE PRESENTATION - "The lase Great Wilde1 ,1ess"
Learn_ about the plig~t of the Artie National Wildlife Refuge
and 01_1 development m Alaska. Room 4, Horton, 7 p.m. (small
donatton requested).
TUESDAY, APRIL 18
BLOOD DRIVE p.m.

Granite State Room, MUB, ndon to 5 ,
.
---.

CAM~ING WOR~SHOP - Learn the techniques to leave
the _wilderness environment as you found it, oeautiful and
undisturbed. Belknap Room, MUB, 12:30 p.m.
LECTURE - Roy Porter, Professor at the Welcome Institute
for the History of Medicine, London, lectures on "Madness
Reason, and the French Revolution." Room 127 Hamilto~
Smith, 4 p.m.
'
GERMAN FILM SERiES Horton, 6:45 p.m.

situation and said that she will
never attempt such a project
again.
"All we do in this class is
thif!_k about _9urselves," ~ai~
Bedker. "I wanted to take it one
step further and apply it to other
people."
If she does ever decide to try
such an event again, Bedkt;r said .

"Engel aus Eisen." Room 4,
-

ACID RAIN PANEL DIS~USSION - Faculty.from Complex
~ystems Research Center, l·orest Resource and Environmental
Ct?nse~v~tion D<:!partme_nts, will discuss the problems of
acid ram m New Hampshire. Room Ll0l, Parson, 7 p.m.
SPANISH FILM SERIES 110, Murkland, 7 p.m.

"The Holy Innocents." Room

UNH JAZZ BAND AND UNH STUDENT JAZZ COMBOS .
- BilfReeve, directing. Strafford Room, MUl3, 8 p.m.

she will be more cautious in her
SUBMIT INFORMATION TO OFFICE OF STUDENT
methods. "You have to be at a
ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL862-1524 FOR FORMS
cert~in developmental stage (to
~-~D DEADLINES.
participate in such a project)
and some of my students aren't _ _ . .
at that stage, I'm sorry to say." . ......-!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~-~~-~~-~~~~~~-~~-~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!lliii.

,..,

CROP
(continued from page 3)

food pantry, Murphy-Geiss said.
· The sneakers and tired soles
found relief at the end of the
walk from refreshments donated by local stores in town
through the Durham/Great Bay
Rotary Club. But for all those
involved in the efforts to combat
hunger, the road still has many
miles for walking.
"People ·walk because recruiters find them," said MurphyGeiss. Unfortunately, there
were only four recruiters at the
organizational meeting. Hopefully, next year the word will
be out sooner about the meeting,
and more people will attend,

-I

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM- Third Annual Undergraduate Research Conference. Presentation of research done
b_y undergraduates in the field of psychology. Room 101/102,
Conant Hall, 2-5 p.m.

printed in Psychology Today,
she commented, "Expressive
capacities are assigned to women, instrumental abilities to
men." Gilligan also noted, in
turn, men "favor separateness
over connection."
As Tarule noted, women's
voices are only "whispers in the
back of the room." And, as a
result, connectiveness does not
exist in the classroom. To solve
this problem, Tarule asked the
audience to train their ears to
hear those whispers.
Donna Qualley, an English
professor, is trying to introduce
connected learning in her
classes. She requires a collaborative investigation to be completed by all her English 501,
prose writing, students.
The students are allowed to
request class members that they
feel they will work with effectively. She explains in the
assignment, "rriany of your
experiences in this class should

BEDKER

helps people realize how important it is to reach out to
people who are physically weak,
Wetherby said. It also helps
people think.
"One purpose of the university is to broaden horizons; to
learn," she said. Murphy-Geiss
. added, "Education about hunger
is as important as the money
we raise."
All of the money raised will
be sent to the hunger branch.
From there, 20 percent will be
sent back here and given to My
Friend's Place, a shelter for the
homeless in Dover. The donation will only be used for the

'
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(continued from page 3)

to prove that people had par- idea.
ticipated, although students
"The Crop Walk had already
were encouraged to donate if · been decided in the syllabus,"
they could, Schorr said.
said another student who
Bedker also stressed that wished to have her name withwhile the money did go to held. The student added, howreligious organizations, it did ever, that she .did not think that
not go to one specific church Bedker's intentions were bad,
or denomination. Thirty percent and that many of the reluctant
of the money went to a Dover students who participated enorganization for the hungry.
joyed themselves.
"I don't think she thought this
Although the Crop Walk did
appear in the course syllabus would have happened," the
on the first day of class, Bedker student said of the controversy.
claimed that she planned to take "She's been so fair to everybody"
it off and rearrange the grade in the past.
Bedker herself regrets the
scale if students objected to the

\
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Community cramming a plus
By Elyse Decker
Studying for final exams with
a group of friends may not
always seem productive, but
according to Jill Mattuck Tamie,
it may be more effective than
studying alone.
Tarule, who received her
doctorate in psychology from
Harvard and is currently a
professor and interim dean of
Counseling and Psychology at
Lesley College Graduate School,
delivered a speech entitled,
"Connected Teaching and Collaborative Learning: New Voice
on Campus" to a group of about
100 people last night in New
Hampshire Hall.
She commented that schools
construct their curriculum based
upon assumptions of how people learn or more specifically
how men learn. Assumptions
of how women learn haven't
been included because they've
only been allowed to participate
in higher level learning for the
past 100 years, according to the
findings of Tarule.
Tarule, the keynote speaker
for Women's History Month,
stressed that this fact is important because schooling provides
a strong influence in a child's
life, perhaps as important as
a parent's influence over a child.
And because of this influence,
it is important for both men and
women to be counted when
instituting a curriculum. Women now constitute 50 percent
of all students at every level of
education. But according to
Tarule, their voices are yet to
be heard.
Tarule stressed that the educational system, at all levels,
needs to be restructured to
include what she termed "connected knowledge."
Connected knowledge concerns attachment to other people or objects. As Tarule put it,
"the roots of learning are imbedded in relationships."

J(

DANCE
THE UNH .CAMPUS GAY LESBIAN BISEXUAL ALLIANCE

she said.
"The walk is only successful
if everyone gets their money in,"
said Murphy-Geiss. She will be
collecting money up until the
end of school.
And for all of those tired little
feet out there, which have been
soaking in a big basin of hot
water since Sunday, Wetherby
said, "Thank you to everyone
.

1
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who walked" and helped out.
It's important that we take care
of our own people but we need
to take care of others too, no
matter what country or race, to
help them survive, she said.

A Joint Benefit for:
-THE NATIONAL STUDENT CAMP(\IGN AGAINST HUNGER
-THE NATIONAL GAY AND LESBIAN TASK FORCE CAMPUS PROJECT

Saturday, April 22, 1989
8 P.M. to 1 A.M.
Undergraduate Apartment Complex Community Center

D.}., Mocktail Bar
~~ S~U~E~T~ $~ N9N_=STUDENTS

PFO Funded _.-.4
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GENERAL

· WOMEN'S COMMISSION MEMBER NEEDED:
Committed, enthusiastic women from the faculty,
staff and student pt>pulation are encouraged to
apply for membership during the 1989-90 academic
year. The Women's Commission serves as an
advisory and programming committee for women's
issues on campus. Meetings are twice monthly and
members should expect a 10 hour per mont~. time
commitment. Please call #1058 for more information.
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Confidential and
supportive environment for lesbians and bisexual
women. Tuesdays, Resource Room, Health Services,
8:30 p.m.

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION FAIR :
Sponsored by Gaia and the NHOC. Learn more
about the activities of a wide variety of environmentah>rganizations. (Rain location: Senate/Merrimack Room, MU.B). Friday, April 21, Thompson
Hall Lawn, 11-2 p.m.)
SMITH HALL INTERNATIONAL FIESTA: A
cultural event including international foodh, games,
live international bands and lots of fun. Friday,
April 21, Smith Hall, 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
STUDENT ART SHOW: Bring entries to Hillsborough Room, MUB, Friday, April 21, 8 a.m. to
noon. All entries must be gallery ready. 2-D works
must be framed and hangable.
ACADEMIC

IFYE SPEAKER ON AUSTRAILIA: Sponsored
by UNH 4-H Club. Ben Davis will speak about
his experience in Australia. A short business
meeting for the UNH 4-H Cl11:, to follow. Anyone
welcome to attend! Tuesday, A1\ril 18, Room 42,
Hamilton Smith, 8:30 p.m.
{
I

.

GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE-PANEL DISCUSSION: Sponsored by Gaia and the NHOC. Learn
about how changes in our atmosphere and forests
may affect us all. Wednesday, April 19, Room 4,
Horton, 7 p.m.
·
SPEAK-OUT ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS: Sponsored by Gaia and the NHOC. Voice
your concerns about the environment and your
ideas of how we can help improve it. Thursday,
April 20, Thompson Hall Lawn (rain location
Strafford Room, MUB), 12:30 p.m.
DEBATE 9N SEABROOK AND NUCLEAR
POWER: Sponsored by Gaia and the NHOC. Hear
representatives from Seabrook and the Clamshell
Alliance debate the merits and the future of nuclear
power.

FALL HORSEMANSHIP SIGN-UP (ANSC 402):
Classes open to all students. Priority sign-up:
Tuesday, April 18, 5-1 p.m., Sign-up: Wednesday,
April 19, 5:30 p.m. (Light Horse Barn Classroom)

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
JOGGING MARATHON: Jog/Walk Competition
open to all full-time UNH students, faculty or staff.
Prizes given to individuals and teams which consist
of no more than 4 individuals. Pick up the flyer
in the ·Rec Sports office for times, daces, and rules.
Monday, April 10 - Friday, April 28, NH Hall
outdoor track (rain or shine) usually 4-6 p.m. (See ·
flyer for exceptions)
-

SUBMIT INFORMATION TO OFFICE OF'
STUDENT ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL
862-1524 FOR FORMS AND DEADLINES.

,,.-.SAFE RIDES-~
Volunteers needed to work
one night this semester

*FREE PIZZA, SODA and
-MOVIE RENTAL when you work!

·* APPLICATIONS

can be

picked up
in ROOM 203 in the
HEALTH FACILITIES BUILDING

·SAFE·RIDES

runs every FRIDAY and
SATURDAY
~ from 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
and can be reached at 862-1414

defends pro-choice

By Melissa Bane
advocates, but there was a
For Flo Reed, the atmosphere demonstration of 4,000 white
at The March for Equali- crosses representing "abortion
ty/Women's Lives last Sunday deaths."
in Washington, DC was "an · " Nobody' s u ·a 11 y pro abortion" Spangler said, and
emotional rollercoaster."
Reed, a UNH student and told how the pro-choice standmember of the Progressive . ing centers on the issue of
Student Network, said her emo- freedom to decide what women
tions ranged from "happiness can do with their own bodies.
What does the march really
to be a part of such commitment
and solidarity" to "an anger mean? If Roe vs. Wade is
from the realization of our overturned, whether abortions
will be legalalized will rest in
reasons for being there."
Reed was responsible for the hands of the state legislaorganizing two buses · that tures.
Pro-choice supporters are
brought approximately 180
people from Durham to Wa- afraid that many states will
shington to show support for install strict laws concerning
a woman's right to have an abortion.
In N.H., many different facabortion.
The Supreme Court's review tors could affect the legislative
of the 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision if the ruling is overdecision, which legalized abor- turned. Presently there is a law
tion, inspired approximately dating back to 1840 that ille600,000 to participate in the galizes abortion in the state, said
Spangler. Also, the contrast
march.
As the marchers assembled, with the Massachusetts parental
the pro-choicers clad in white consent law, that forces many
as well as gold and purple ( the Mass. residents to cross state
symbolic colors of the suffra- lines to obtain an abortion.
There are currently motions
gists) joined together in the
organized state representation being made to overrun this law
groups set up by the National in case of a conflict arising from
a Roe vs. Wade overturn.
Organization for Women.
Professor Susan Siggelakis
Reid described the many signs
and banners held by the of the UNH Political Science
marchers, and discussed one said that because there is noparticularly moving sign which thing in the Constitutuion that
read, "My mom had an illegal specifically allows for an aborabortion. I don't miss the baby, tion, many see legal problems
I miss my mom." Signs such as with the decision.
Siggelakis added that with the
this, as well as the range in ages
and whole family representa- new medical technology allowtions all strengthened the entire ing us to be able to note birth
defects early on in pregnancy,
movement, Reed said.
Records show at this point · the government '' should not
that every state excluding Ha- take away the right to do anywaii was represented, and over thing .~fter giving us a way to
know.
500 universities.
New Hampshire itself would
"I think the movement did
face
a problem of the abortion
have an effect," said Reed. "I
recurring political issue
as
a
know it strengthened my own
within
state elections, as well
commitment to women's rights
and reproductive freedom, and as the question of funding. A
the march's turnout really did decision either way still forces
a lot to reassure my faith in the this responsibility on the state.
Although a smaller rally was
1
human race."
·
Graduate Student Luita held in Concord on the day of
S~an_Bler, and me!!}ber of the the march, New Hampshire's
future concerning this decision
Concord Feminist Health Cen- is unknown. Sigglakis noted that
ter said she was pleased with the women's march has had a
male representation at the great deal of publicity and
therefore has become a top
march.
"The majority were women political issue. The result, howbut there were many men ever, will not be seen until later
there," Spangler said. Male this spring.
presence was not simply a desire
As many pro-choicers lobbied
for gratitude, but "they were · their Congressmen the Monday
just as fervent and concerned."
following the march,. they disAccording to Spangler, the played their individual right to
political impact of Jesse Jack- be heard, said Spangler. ·
spn' s presence was great due to
So went the pro-chokers
chant, "George Bush hear our
his former anti-abortion stand.
Spangler relayed there was voice, all these people want Prono violence by anti-abortion Choice."
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T-Shirts
• Hooded Pullowers • Totes • Baseball Caps

• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs

f:IHanes

In-House Art Dept.

603/431-8319

Autumn Pond Park. Route IO I . Greenland. NH 01840
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Have a heart, donate organs
By Angelique Davi
As part of Organ Donation
Week, UNH Health Services
provided information tables in
the MUB Tuesday and Wednesday appealing to UNH students
to consider giving a person new
sight, possibly a new life, by
becoming organ donors.
But because of a lack of
volunteers and advertisement,
only four people became organ
donors.
Marge Colson of Health Services considers the appeal worthwhile. "If we helped anyone who
had not had access before, then
it was a success," she said.
Colson also said any increase
in awareness leads to more
people becoming involved.
"This age group ( college
students) does not necessarily
think too much about dying,"
Colson. "A lot of accident.; do
take .Place; something could
always happen."
Health Services provided the
information to educate students
on the need for donors and the
relative simplicity of becoming
a donor.
The donor fills out a form in
front of two witnesses releasing
their organs upon their death.
The form is then sent to the
Living Bank, the national organ
donor registry in Houston,
Texas. The donor receives a
donor card that they must keep
with their license.
The Living Bank stresses the
importance of discussing the
issue with parents and family
before making the decision.

Many times if a relative is
against a donor's choice, they
will decide not to allow the
operation.
According to Colson many
people donate their organs
because of a sense of continuing
their life through death. By
giving someone else sight, they
continue to live.
For those who have had a
personal experience, such as
losing a loved-one because an
organ was not available, their
awareness and respect on the
need for organs increases, Colson said.
·
Fear of death is one reason
so few people are donating.
"People do not deal with death
well in our society in general,"
Colson said. "They are afraid
to talk about death."
By educating people on the
shortage of organs available and
the painless contribution they
can make, Health Services hopes
to reduce organ transplant
waiting lists.
According to Living Bank
1987 statistics, 29,700 people
remained on the waiting list at
the end of the year. Eleven ·
thousand kidney transplants
were performed, but 13,000
people went without. Out of the
243 patients needing heart/lung
transplants only 43 received
them.
·
UNH Hockey Coach Bob
Kullen was one of the lucky ones
to receive a heart transplant in
1987. Kullen admits being as
ignorant as most students on

the importance oi organ donors
before his own need for a
transplant. Kullen said students
must try to imagine what it
would be like if they were on
the receiving end.
"Only when I needed a transplant did I appreciate the availability and the donor who saved
my life," Kullen said.
Kullen pointed out that the
donor is not sacrificing himself,
but basically helping people
when they no longer can live.
"It is a straight forward, positive
result," Kullen said.
According to Kullen it is
important for people to cope
with the issue of cloning now
instead of waiting. At the moment of a death, most relatives
are trying to deal with the agony
of the loss of a loved one and
do not want to face that question.
Alex Giftos, a UNH senior,
stopped to consider becoming
a donor at the MUB informtion
table, but did not go through
with it because of "future concerns" that his wife and children
would not want him to do it.
Roberta Sherman, a junior
at UNH involved in student
activities was unaware it was
Organ Donation Week. Sherman's reason for not becoming
a donor stem from her religious
beliefs. She was unsure if Jewish
people must be buried intact.
For any students who are
considering becoming organ
donors, forms can be obtained
through Health Services.
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Did you ever wonder
what working at a newspaper
was REALLY like?
?????????????
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ?.

It's hectic,
.. ~
-~ a m u s i n g , _
~ slightly confusing,

SEE FOR YOURSELF I

The New Hampshire
THERAPY
(continued from page 2)
certified, and then may seek a program.
job as a professional OT, said
"It has always been a very
Barrett.
important part of the major to
The general consensus of the me," said Kelly Elliott, a senior
majors is that the faculty and and former secretary to the club.
the structure of the program "It provides the students with
make all the work worth the guest speakers and demonstraeffort. The major is relatively tions, plus we go on field trips
small, less than 200 students, to learn more about the job."
so the majors are fortunate to
Elliott also praised the Big
have a very personal relation- Sister program OT offers, where
ship with their instructors.
upper classmen are paired with
"It's great," said Barrett. new students to help them
"We're all on a first name basis become comfortable with the
with our teachers, and they major.
always have time for one-onBarrett, was instrumental in
one."
getting OT Awareness day or•
Another important aspect of ganized at UNH. "A lot of
the major is the OT club, an people don't know what an OT
organization of the faculty and is," she explained. "Today's
students started at UNH in the demonstration was to let the
70's. Today it serves as a vital students know what we're all
link to all four classes in the about."

UH-OH, THOSE
BLOOMIN' NURSES
ARE COMIN' BACK!

TO DURHAM RED CROSS
SPRING BLOOD DRIVE

ON MONDAY, APRIL 17th
TO FRIDAY, APRI .L 21st

.,)!'

:'' . ..::/\>:

12 NOON TO 5PM

MUB

THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY.
APRIL 14 1989
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UNH CYCLING CLASSIC
SATURDAY APRIL 15
When:
9:00am - Women's/M en's C
10:30am - Men's B
12:00pm - Men's A

~---------......--------1

I
I
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Where: The Start/Finish area will be located on the hill .
next to the Durham Elementary School

I

Continu ed Special s
Jasmine 70mb External Hard Disk
IBM Model 25 with Dual Floppies

850.00
895.00

A 130.00 savings
A 130.00 savings

While supplies last.

UTC now has everyda y lower prices on
Macintos h
Mac Plus
Mac SE Dual Drive
Mac SE 20mb Hard Drive
Everex
Everex 2400 External Modem

995.00
1750.00
2050.00

was 1195.00
was 2095.00
was 2450.00

195.00

was 265.00

1950.00
· 3150.00

was 2350.00
was 3270.00

IBM

IBM Model 50Z Hard Disk 30mb
IBM Model 70 Hard Disk 60mb

Get the system you have always wanted for even·less!
Univers ity Techno logy Center
Thompson Hall• Room 14A • 862-1328
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Monday - Friday
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SAT & SUN MAT 12:15, 1:40, 3:05

Land Before Time
EVES 7:00, 9:10
SAT & SUN MAT 12:30, 2:40, 4:50

D~l~
EVES 6:50, 9:00
SAT & SUN MAT 4:40

.sl/i~Cf;~
EVES 6:40, 8:40
SAT & SUN f\AAT 12:45, 2:45, 4:45

Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure
Would you want to be Gordon Haaland for a day? A new raffle gives you a shot at doing just
that. (Sharon Donovan photo)

A picnic playing president ?
By Erin Sullivan
Upon entering Gordon Haaland's spacious, mauve office,
your eyes are drawn to the center
of the room. Behind his long,
oak desk, a high-backed, leather
chair is waiting for you to sit
down and begin your daily
activities as President of the
University of New Hampshire.
The phone is ringing off the
hook with questions from other
administrators. Everyone is
demanding your opinion on
every issue possible. You glance
at the brass penholder with the
initials 'G.A. Haaland' engraved
upon it and you ask yourself "Is
this really what Haaland's day
is like?"
On April 14, students at
UNH will be given a chance to
answer this question.
Through their biannual fundraiser raff le for the Durham
Children's Daycare Center, Sigma Nu Fraternity and Chi
Omega sorority will be giving
a lucky student the chance to
switch roles with either President Haaland, Dean Sanborn,
or Chief of Police Roger Beaudoin.
Sigma Nu and Chi Omega
were asked by W cndy Russell,
Director of the Durham Children's Daycare center, to help
meet their government grant

of $7,500 for some basic renovations needed at the Daycare
Center. They have raised $5,500
on their own, but need some
assistance in raising the remaining $2,000.
Paul Murphy, service committee representative of Sigma
Nu, has organized the raffle and
feels very positive about the
motives behind it.
"We picked the Daycare Center because we want to keep the
money we are raising in the
community and because we are
trying to improve the daycare
of the professors' children,"
Murphy said.
Through his organization of
this raffle, Murphy has also
learned how approachable the
administration really is to students.
"They are sacrificing their
time by going to class and taking
notes for the students," Murphy
said. "I don't feel this would
happen at every university."
The raffle for "President for
a Day" was also held in the
spring of 1987 and was very
successful for both the students
and the administration.
A simulation of the President's day was arranged by Dar.i
DiBiasio, executive assistant to
the President. According to

DiBiasio, the same pattern will
be followed for the raffle to be
held on Friday.
DiBiasio lined up a number
of administrators on campus to
call the winning student in
Haaland's office and present
various hypothetical problems
for the student to solve.
He believes the simulation
runs very closely to what Haaland's day actually entails.
DiBiasio said at times the
student became overwhelmed
and flustered at some of the
issues and the pace.

Anthropology, Archeology, Art, Business, Corrputer Education, Computer
Science, Economics, Education,
English, Geography, History, lnterdlsclpllnary Studies, Math, Music,
Natural Science, Philosophy, Physical Education, Polltlcal Science, Psychology, and Sociology.
For more information call the Office
of Continuing Education (603) 5365000-x 2227.
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Haaland, Sanborn and Beaudoin will also be getting a chance
to see what a typical students'
day is like. They will attend the
student's classes, take notes for
them and possibly eat lunch in
the dining hall.
"The whole purpose of this
is to improve student and administrative relations," Elizabeth Ogren, community service
committee chairperson for Chi
Omega commented. "We want
to give the students a sense of
what President Haaland does."

WITH THIS COUPON

I
I

51 MAIN STREET, DURHAM, NH

&68-6322

I

OFFER EXPIRES 6/89

I
.I

I

--------- ---------11,

The raffle will be held onl
Friday April 14 in the MUB Pub. I
The ultimate goal of Sigma Nu I
and Chi Omega is to raise $800 I
for the Durham Children's I
I
Daycare Center.

Plymouth State College
Plymouth, New Hampshire
Graduate and Undergraduate
Credit and Non-credit Courses In

i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _!

KINSKI

I
I
I
I
I
I

Session: 1

May 22June 16
Session: 2

June 19Aug. 11

INT EMUB S RAFFORD ROOM
at 1and ~:J~ PM

1STUDENTS~~ NonSTUDENT~
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Randoin Global focus with Earth Week

Writings
~-

.

By Joanne Marino
transportation vehicles. Sulfur
Alaskan wildlife bi~logist
dioxide results from the burning
Glendon Brunk will be a highof fossil fuels such as oil and coal.
light of Earth Week, running
Technological advancements
from April 17 to April 21. The
have been made in dealing with
nationwide event is being sponsulfur dioxide, but Carroll said
sored by the NH Outing Club
poisonous byproducts are generandGAIA.
ated that counteract any benefBrunk is touring a slide show its. The costs are also a deterring
for the preservation of the Artie factor.
"We're learning how humans
National Wildlife Refuge.
Brunk's visit coincides with the in all their activities have t,.pset
recent oil spill off Valdez, the balance of nature," Skole
Alaska, conveying the urgency said.
Skole will sit on a panel
of environmental problems
being addressed throughout discussing global climate
changes. He said one of the
Earth Week.
Originally slated as a day-long largest causes is the deforestaevent, the first Earth Day was tion activities in places like Latin
held on April 22, 1970, with America.
"It's probably all happened
more than 2,000 colleges and
universities participating. Ac- in the past 20-40 years," Skole
cording to Jody Thomas, na- ~aid. "If you look at a place like
tional director of Earth Day Brazil, it's been in the-last ten
Programs, a total of 20 million years."
He said the tropical min
people in the United States did
something for the environment forests are being destroyed
exponentially, putting carbon
on that day.
A Gallup poll just afterwards . dioxide into the atmosphere.
indicated that 53 percent of the - - - - - - - - - - - - •·
people in the U.S. ranked environment.al cleanup second in
importance only to crime prevention. The event also successfully instigated Nixon's pro-·
posed legislation establishing
the Environmental Protection
Agency.
UNH research scientist David Skole said it has only been
in the last five years that environmental issues have been
addressed on a global scale.
There has been a real transition
from national and local efforts
to global ones, he said.
Skole said it was ironic that
despite the spreading a~areness
of environmental issues over
the past 20 years, it has still been
"business as usual."
"The Earth is a system within
itself," Skole said. "Now, we
are thinking more globally."
Recent international programs have indicated a more
broader spectrum of the environment, Skole said. The lnterna tional Geos phere/Biosphere
Program consists of scientists
from all over the world. The
Montreal Protocal between Canada and the US has helped cut
down on chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) emmissions. NASA is
now dedicating time and money
ro the Earth Observjng System
program, which is devoted to
further research of this planet.
"We probably know more
about the topography of Venus
than of Earth," Skole said.
The problem, Skole said, is
the amount of time it takes to
implement change in the political arena.
·
Dr. John Carroll from the
Environmental Conservation
Department here at UNH will
be assisting in a panel discussion
on acid rain. Carroll said the
causes of acid rain are nitrous
oxide and sulfur dioxide. Nitrous oxide is emmitted from
any high temperature combustion engine, he said, 38 percent
of which is the byproduct of
1

1

Kissing the
dorm life·
goodbye
KRISTI SUDOL
Alas, it is time for me to move on. And actually, I can't
wait. No, I'm not a senior counting the last of my fun-loving
college days down and feeling rather sentimental about
it. I'm a second semester sophomore and moving off campus.
I'm not sad. I didn't get booted off campus in the lottery.
I planned to move off campus last year. But I felt I would
be missing out on a valauable experience if I didn't live in
a dorm just one more year.
I remember the day my roommate and I moved in .. .it seems
so long ago. We were both tan from the summer and so
psyched to get out of the all-female Upper Quad. We chose
to live in Christensen, and we were lucky enough to get
a "dungeon" room. It even had one of those forbidden sun
decks that if we got caught out on it was a $500 fine. We
had big plans for a loft and parties and a tiny table that was
actually one of those giant cable spools that we stole that
summer. And being in a dungeon room, set apart from the
rest of the world, we could play the music as loud as we
wanted during parties--we figured Public Safety wouldn't
bother walking down our private hall to see what all the
commotion was.
Things didn't go exactly as we planned. The loft took
us longer to get together than we expected. And although
Public Safety never bothered us, surrounding neighbors
had a problem once in a while with our loud music. Parties
were few after my roommate got a boyfriend and soon I
wished I didn't have to live there anymore.
Nope, dorm life definitely had its down points. Where
else can you get guys upstairs who play basketball in their
room, dribbling over my head as I try to go to sleep. And
with the privilege of living right outside of the lounge, I got
to hear the typewriters all night as well as the card players
who played until the wee hours in the morning. Philbrook
food and those long dining hall lines weren't always a welcome
sight. Taking a shower in the morning just wasn't worth
it if I had to wait in line for fifteen minutes.
Don't get me wrong. Dorm life had its awesome points
too. Christensen is a great place to live. The atmosphere .
for me was so much better than the Upper Quad. I will miss
being there, living with a great bunch of people. Procrastinating is so much more fun when you spend all your time
talking with friends until all hours in the morning.
But now I won't have to worry about sneaking beer in
.past the security desk. And I'll get to eat real food ... well,
as real as I can cook it. The noise level will be minimal. And
there is something that is so stress-free about going home
t6 a spacious house in Newmarket than trudging back to
a cramped dorm room. In my house I can go to the living
room or kitchen if I get sick of studying in my bedroom.
I can sit on our couch, watch our TV, sleep in a real bed
without a plastic covering on it.
I] still probably have to wait for a shower.
Kristi Sudol has just about had it being managing editor
at The New Hampshire.

that Americans throw out 150
million tons of garbage a year.
The cost of disposal has skyrocketed in the 1980s alone and more
than half the cities in the United
States are expected to exhaust
their garbage landfills.
Yet most of the load is reusable material such as glass
containers, recyclable paper and
plastic and valuable metals.
According to the NWF, the
amount of money saved if a
recycling program is implemented could reach two-thirds
of the cost of disposal. At the
same time, using recyclable
material cuts down on the use
of fossil fuels, a prime culprit
in global warming.
According to Thomas, only
17 percent of a national opinion
sampling put air and water
pollution among the nation's
top problems.
In 1985, a poll done by Louis
Harris indicated 85 percent of
the nation's population favored
strict enforcement of the Clean
Air and Clean Water Acts.,
Looking to the 1990s, the
NWF is fashioning a program
called "COOL IT!" to be student- led initiative to slow global
warming in their own communities.
Global warming has been
documented by scientists and
natural resource experts· in
recent years, stating that manmade pollution is radically
changing the Earth's climate.
Skole said scientists are still
debating whether the green- house effect is a real phenomenon and, if so, whether the global
warming is already underway.
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Ben Thompson would be proud if he could see Pride Day's anticipated cleanup. (Ben
photo)
·
.

U~I-J_pushing -for Pride Day
By Ishi Niyama Burdett
Spring cleaning at UNH will
take place on April 26 with
UNH Pride Day .
The day will kick off at 12:30
when the chimes at Thompson
Hall play Happy Birthday in
honor of Ben Thompson, according to Manager of Grounds
and Roads Ron Lavoie. Groups·
will get together throughout
Durham to pick up trash, plant
trees, and to paint in or near
the dorms.
At 4:00 p.m., The New Hampshire Gentlemen will perform
on the lawn by the Ben Thompson Memorial and a birthday
cake will be served.
Money has been donated for
cash prizes to give to groups
who collect the most trash.
Prizes will be given to winners
of different categories, including
those who collect the most
recyclable trash, said Lavoie.
Altogether, there will seven
different prizes awarded.
Anyone who is willing may
sign up to participate. Whole
dorms or single floors, fraternities and sororities, or individual people, can enter the
competition, according to Lavoie. There will be a truck behind
each dining hall on Pride Day
with rakes , garbage bags and

instructions for any latecomers
who wish to participate.
There will be "activity from
one end of campus to another,"
said Lavoie. Faculty, staff and
students wtll also be cleaning
up around respective academic
buildings. Although activities
were limited to the campus
grounds when Pride Day began
at UNH last year, there will be
an expansion this year into
downtown Durham.
"We are trying to get the
atmosphere into town through
the citizens," he said. Some
Durham stores are having sales
to celebrate Ben Thompson's
birthday.
According to Lavoie, several
campus and community groups,
including GAIA, will be provided with trees donated by
anonymous nurseries to plant
around campus.
Flowers will not be planted
because it is still too early in the
year and could be destroyed by
frost, said Lavoie. Some groups
will also be staining wooden
fences on campus.
Groups in Williamson, Stoke
and Jessie Doe will be participating in Pride Day. According
to Williamson Hall Director
David Durette, his staff will be

painting the dumpsters around
the dormitory.
In Stoke Hall, RA Steve
Wilkins is currently painting
the numbers of each floor in
different designs in the elevator
shafts. "We' re getting everybody together to help clean up
the place, make it look better,"
said Wilkins. Stoke residents
and staff will also be planting
flowers around the building,
according to Wilkins.
Greek Coordinator Mike Sciola is gathering the Greeks
together to participate, according to Lavoie: He added that the
basic theme of the day is to get
outside.
"A lot of people work inside
and they enjoy getting out,"
Sciola said. "To me it would be
a day for everyone to just get
out and have fun ... hopefully
everyone can just forget about
the budget for a while and be
in~e right frame of mind."

(continued from page 3)
consider it an option any longer. for the purchase of a parking
The most questions dealt with permit. Haaland added that the
. the issue of the new housing new dorm will increase parking
facility. Haaland said right now availability and they will also
they're in the process of select- use this opportunity to expand
ing architects. They hope to A-lot.
have construction under way
Haaland's outlook on the
this summer in an attempt to greek system was positive. He
occupy it by the fall of '90. He shares a belief with Dean of
did say that the new facility will Student Affairs J. Gregg Sanriot make way for an increase born that there is a legitimate
in the size of the student body.
role for greeks on this campus.
"The new dorm is meant to
They are a solid component of
take care of students who are
the university but not so large
already enrolled and want unias to inhibit other students '
versity housing," Haaland said.
options with campus involveHe claimed the reasons bement, added Haaland.
hind the increased demand for
"The future depends on
university housing were posthem," he said. "We'll work with
itive. "We don't have as many
and support them as long as they
dropouts ," he said, "and the
provide a useful and a reasonanumber of students accepting
ble social/ academic life for its
us as a university has increased."
members."
He also stated long term goals
When asked if he had any
of reducing the number of long-term goals, Haaland repoccupants in Stoke and the much lied that he'd like to see, "A
needed renovations of Smith continued movement in the
Hall. These, along with the new direction of saying that UNH
dormitory, will hopefully make is one of the finest mediumdorms as livable as possible.
sized public universities in the
Another issue brought up was country."
how UNH was planning to
eliminate the problems in scheduling classes. Haaland recognized a lot of the problem as not
being a lack of seats, but rather
having two or three classes you
want all being scheduled at the
(continued from page 1)
same time.
A possible solution to this, pleased with the reported inwhich will begin this fall, is to crease. "I think they should wait
until they can start putting
extend the school day and week. people in it before students start
By this, he means to increase paying for it; students don't
the amount of eight o'clock,
k
three and four o'clock classes, even now what they are paying
for," he said.
and Friday afternoon classes.
While Jim Robinson, also an
But there are no plans to change Alexander resident "didn't think
the actual amount of contact
,
the $74 is all that much", his
hours.
f · d
h
h
nen 'Jo n Murr a was anHaaland said he realizes there
gered by the decision. Murtha
is a parking problem, a nd th e claimed he "heard the state was
•administration is looking into paying for the dorm." But
a set of options. One of these
d
would be the construction of a accor ing to Zizos, housing and
dining services does not receive
new car garage, but now it is any state support. Their budget
only an idea. He said that a is primarily supported by fees garage may be too expe isive charged to UNH students.
compared to the current .barge _.
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make a career of iL
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Boston-Bouve College , at Northeastern University
in Boston, is the only institution in eastern Massachusetts that offers a Master's Degree program in the
area of student personnel services in higher education. By stressing both counseling and administrative
skills, the program trains you to effectively provide .
students with vital support services. Two concentrations are offered: COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL
WORK and ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE COUNSELING.
The coursework and the student services practicum
may be completed in one year of full-time study or
on a part-time basis. Many of the full-time students
are awarded graduate assistantships that are
related to the program and which provide partial or
full tuition remission and a stipend. Some of the
assistantships also include free room a1td board.
Formore information call (617) 437-2708, or write
Graduate School, Boston~Bouve College of Human
Development Professions, 107 Dockser Hall,
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University
An equal opportunity/affirmative
action university.
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SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING! _
40-50% OFF RETAIL P.RICE
GREAT PERFORMANCE
GREAT PRICE

ZENIIB INNOVATES.AGAIN-

wrrn 1HE NEW BATTERY.DRIVEN SUPERSPORT™
TO TAKE YOU BEYOND YOUR LIMITS

• On-Road, Off-Road Flexibility • Battery Power To Go The Distance • As Easy To Read As It Is To Carry.
Small, lightweight, flexible and economical. That's the beauty of the new SupersPort from Zenith Data Systems-today's leader
·
in battery-operated portables.
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systems ·
~- .
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
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Bryan Martineau
ZDS Student Representative
862-7048
American Express.VISA, MasterCard Credit.Cards Accepted.
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Encouraging ·academic integrity
We are all being cheated at UNH. .
It's happening in all of our classrooms,
and no one can leave this institution without
feeling victimized. The cheaters are paying
money to UNH for a learning and growing
experience they will never obtain. Noncheaters are hurt when exams are scaled,
and they find themselves being penalized
for their demonstration of integrity. And
finally professors feel hurt, insulted and
betrayed upon discovering cheating within
their classes.
A proposed code of academic honesty
is hoping to make UNH students realize
the seriousness of cheating by requiring
incoming freshmen to sign the oath prior
to registration. Once signed, the contract
becomes a part of your permanent file.
An honesty code already exists in our
UNH Student Handbook, but now by
pulling it out from those seldom read pages,
UNH is hoping to send its message loud
and clear.
As with everything else, critics are

Blue Jeans
To the Editor:
Wednesday, April 18th, marks
the third annual observance of "Blue
Jeans Day" at UNH. This celebration is to promote and demonstrate
support for Gay, Lesbian, and
Bisexual people through the wearing of blue jeans--a metaphor for
civil rights. Heterosexual people
enjoy their daily lives without
consciously having to think about
constitutional rights, however Gays,
Lesbians, and Bisexuals are very
conscious of their lack of these right.
Blue jeans come to symbolize
something that we all possess and
consciously pull on jn the morning.
On April 18th, blue jeans will
become a conscious choice for
everyone in the University community.
We need to understand exactly
what this day means before we can
choose to participate or abstain.
Rights denied to a large percentage
of our country are either explicitly
stated or are denied due to ommis- .
sion from the law. Among these
rights include: Adoption, foster
parenting, custody and visitation
rights to one's child, legal marriage,
insurance and social security benefits with one's partner, housing,
job protection, and even privacy
in the home. Often people feel that
they cannot support "Gay Rights"
because they are aware of only the
sexual aspect of homosexuality and
not the protections withheld from
a group extimated at 10 percent of
the world--that's 24 Million Americans, no small number. Everyone
in the UNH community is urged
to give this issue some thought .
Think about your beliefs and philosophy and where that stems from-and if you find that US citizens
are all deserving of constitutional
rights--wear blue jeans.
Dawn L. Alexander
Williamson Hall Director

springing up, and the legality of the code
is under fire.
But, it is important to realize an oath
of academic honesty has always existed in
the UNH Student Handbook. No one ever
objected to the presence of the code in the
handbook. But, perhaps, the signature is
just what is scaring people away.
But, theoretically when we sign the check
for our first tuition payment, aren't we also
signing to abide by the laws in the
handbook?
Requiring students to physically endorse
the code, does not alter the enforcement
of the already existing rule, but simply
makes it more accesible.
Some say that a piece of paper won't stop
cheating. But, there is no doubt that upon
signing a thought will be placed in your
head. Perhaps, with this sheet, people will
think twice about the seriousness of
cheating.
The oath also clearly defines what

Senate
To the Editor;
In my role as a faculty representative to the Student Life Commit. tee of the Academic Senate, I have
twice had the opportunity to attend
Student Senate meetings during this
academic year. On both occasions
I was impressed by the quality of
the debate and the concern shown
towards all members of the university community. I urged my fellow
faculty members: if you want to see
the student body at its best, attend
a Student Senate meeting!
Sincerely,
Philip J. Hatcher

Donate
To the Editor:
I would like to challenge the
faculty and staff to donate blood
at the Red Cross Blood Bank which
will be held at the MUB the week
of April 17th from 12 Noon to 5
P.M.
At each blood drive we have
around a 1,000 student turnout to
give their blood, but the number
of faculty and staff who turn out
has dwindled to a very small
number.
For many years the faculty and
staff really supported the blood
drive and many of us would never
. miss. During my many years at
UNH, I missed 13 gallons by one
pint and there were many other
loyal supporters who never missed.
Now I am too old to give, but I try
to volunteer at each drive. It makes
me feel good to see the students
turn out and donate their blood.
However, I miss seeing the
younger faculty and staff. If you are
in this group and see this lette_r,
why not give it a try and show up
at the drive the week of April 17th.
Show the students that you also
care!
Sincerely,
Winthrop C. Skoglund
Professor Emeritus

constitutes cheating at HNH. It is not
confined to cheating on tests, but also
includes receiving help on out-of-class work
when prohibited by an instructor, as well
as plagiarism.
On assignments where individual work
is required, some students are unaware that
working with roommates or friends is a
violation of UNH's code of academic
honesty.
With this code, all this information would
be made available to students. There will
be no room for misunderstanding or
excuses. "I never read the Student Handbook" will no longer be valid.
The code in no way implies a lack of trust
oh the part of administration, but instead
it provides students with a chance to aspire
to greater things.
Signing the statement of academic
honesty will demostrate that students
understand UNH truly is an institution ,
of higher learning.
7

Susan Flynn
News Editor

Sacrifice
To the Editor:
The letter from a Mr. John
Knowles, the· gentleman who took
the liberty of speaking for the men
of the University and nobley admitted that they are all here for one
purpose ... "to make big bucks," really
humored me.
Too funny! Six grammatically
incorrect paragraphs of inhumane
comments regarding the benefit
for the homeless, mixed with some
amazing sexist comments, entertained me and a group of friends.
The classic "Homeless should make
their own money ... ," "Society need
a little Darwinistic survival of the
fittest" were great The part "You
chicks out there have an excuse to
hide behind lies, you're women"
would have been better if a belch
had been inserted after "lies," but
I like how he debases women kind
and reminds the "chicks" that they
are females (in case they'd forgotten
by the end of the line) all in one
sentance!
I assumed this letter was an
ingenious attempt to get people
to attend the Scavenger Hunt for
the homeless out of spite for
Knowles. Curious to see if the
orgainization had used a fictitious
name for the self-centered misogynist, I looked up his name in the
UNH directory. Imagine my delight
when I discovered he actually exists!
I think sacrificing your name in
order to support the homeless is
a courageous thing to do,John. You
made me laugh and by no means
represent the out-dated "real man"
you desribed in your letter. However, there is one section in your
phony warped words that proves
true ... the part about women being
at college (or perhaps you meant
on earth, HA! HA! ) to merely get
a husband, because I think I want
you. Do call.
Liberally yours,
Jodi MacMillan

Thanks I
To the Editor:
The Inter Residence Organization, (IRO), would like to express
our extreme gratitude to the brothers and pledges of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Fraternity for organizing
and hosting the Beach Mocktail
Party during our Li'l Sibs weekend,
Saturday, April 1st. ~twas a first

rate job and a tremendous success.
SAE set a fine example by taking
the initiative to ·participate in this
campus event. Once again, it was
greatly appreciated, and we look
forward to working with you again
next year; if not sooner.
Sincerely,
Roberta Sherman
IRO Chairperson
Brid{!ette Bettencourt
L' il Sibs Committee Chair
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Dough for does,
bucks for bucks
By Pete Archibald
I'm writing in response to an article I read in
February 8th's edition of the Manchester Union
Leader. Correspondent R. Scott Teet's article, UNH
Deer--Cash Deal Said Technically Right, concerns
the selling· of deer from the University's Wildlife
Center in Brentwood, NH to a Mr. Laurent "Bo"
Gilbert, proprietor of a game hunting preserve
in Belmont.
Teets states that since 1984, UNH has traded
(since the university has no propagation permit)
as many as 48 "surplus" deer, for donations towards
their research program. The donations from Gilbert,
sole recipient of UNH deer since the practice began,
have totalled $14,000.
The university began selling or trading deer,
supposedly to get rid of surplus deer in the UNH
herd that were too old or no longer easy to handle.
One of Teet's sources, an anonymous professor,
stated that the deer, who are no longer useful in
research, are semi-tame--have only about a 40%
chance of survival if allowed to go free in the wilds.
He admitted however, that these odds were much
greater than at the private hunting preserve in
Belmont, NH.
I understand that funds are needed to continue
research; budget cuts have been felt throughout
the campus. However, I feel that alternative methods
of attaining funds are available. The article
mentioned one of the reasons given for selling deer
was that semi-tame deer might pose a threat to
people. A buck that is unafraid of humans is a viable
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argument for relocation in a nonpopulated area,
not for cashing in on an animal's dollar value.
If overpopulation in the UNH herd is the main
reason for sending deer to Belmont, why then did
Dr. William Mautz, professor of wildlife ecology
and head of Brentwood, allow the impregnation
of all the center's does this rutting season? Professor
Mautz, is this for the metabolic research of pregnant
does, or does this represent an increase in Mr.
"Bo" Gilbert's order this year?
What Mr. Gilbert does is perfectly legal, but I
hope the publicity he's received in the past month
hasn't helped his business.
I have been to the Brentwood center on approximately five occasions. I've helped feed the 30 deer,
4 bobcats, 16 wild turkeys, 1 coyote and 1 ruHed
grouse named Bob. It is a well kept place, with
students and grad students who have a genuine
interest in the animals and in taking good care of
them. I'd just hate to see a good thing turn into
a commercial enterprise.
This is my first forum letter, hello UNH. I've
been here since 1986, and found out about Brentwood
only recently; I wonder how many more questionable
practices are being kept low key? I have to tell you
also, the last sentence of Union Leader correspondent
Teets' article was all too familiar: "University
President Gordon Haaland was unavailable yesterday
for comment on the cash-for-deer practice."

Pete Archibald is a DCE student majoring in English.

The second
Alaskan
tragedy
By Dan York
Recently much attention has been focused on
the tragedy of the Exxon oil spill in Prince William
Sound in Alaskan. But there exists the possibility
of yet a second Alaskan tragedy. Recently, there
have been proposals (now temporarily tabled because
of the oil spill) to allow oil development in the
Artie National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR).
In 1960, President Eisenhower designated the
8.9 million acre area in recognition of its unique
wildlife. In 1980, Congress enlarged the area to
19 million acres, and designated all of the original
area as protected wilderness, except for the 1.5
million acre coastal plain. This area \was left
unprotected because of the possibility that large
quantities of oil and gas might be found there.
Therein lies the problem. As other domestic
resources are steadily declining, the oil industry
is seeking another source. They argue that this is
: the last chance for a "giant" oil field in the U.S.
And chance it is. An Interior Department report
states that there is a 19 percent chance of finding
oil. That same report states a mean estimate of
3.2 billion barrels of recoverable oil, which would
make it the third largest U.S. oil field.
Yet at what price is that discovery? Space does
not permit a true discussion of the consequences.
Suffice it to say that ~he last undisturbed arctic
ecosystem in North America would be irrevocably
damaged. That the calving grounds of a 180,000plus
herd of caribou would be displaced. That several
native villages who depend upon the caribou for .
their subsistence would lose their traditional
lifestyles. The Department of Interior says it best
(although the report endorsed oil development),
"long-term losses in fish and wildlife resources,
subsistence uses, and wilderness values would be
the inevitable consequences of a long-term commitment to oil and gas development."
·
What of the recent oil spill? Is there a link?
Perhaps not directly, but along with mounting
evidence of poor environmental efforts in other
ventures, it certainly calls into question the· ability
of the oil industry to protect the environment.
Beyond that, though, there is a much greater
question at stak~ here. Proponents urge development
because "national security" requires that we shouldn't
become more dependent on foreign oil. But the
question I see isn't "What price for wilderness?",
but "What price for oil?" The Sierra Club estimates
that at our current consumption of 17 million barrels
per day, the mean estimate of an ANWR discovery
would amount to 190 days worth of supply! Is a
six-month oil "fix" worth the devastation of what
many term "the last gre t wilderness?"
·
There are ways that we as individuals can, and
perhaps must help deal with the problem. We can
turn off unnecessary lights and appliances. We can
carpool or take the bus. We (myself included) must
examine our love affair with the automobile! We
can recycle cans, paper, etc. Finally, we can write
our representatives in government and urge them
to encourage energy conservation and renewable
energy programs and research and to support
preservation of the ANWR! Some addresses are:
Rep. Bob Smith, House Office Bldg., Washington,
DC 20515; Sen. Warren Rudman, Senate Office
Bldg., Washington, DC 20510; Secretary Manuel
Lujan, Dept. of Interior, Interior Bldg., C St.,
Washington DC 20240; and President George Bush,
The White House, Washington, DC 20500. Just
jot a quick note--it only takes a few minutes, a piece
of paper, envelope, and a stamp'.
If you w0uld like more information, please contact
me at the NH Outing Club (862-2145), or attend
"The Last Great Wilderness," Monday, April 17,
at 7pm in Horton Room 4.

Dan York is a senior majoring in German who
does far too much with the NHOC, but enjoys it.
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BLUEJEANS DAY
APN /l 18TH

Ifyou need a place to gain strenght and support
through unity during Blue Jeans Day_, please
come to th Hillsborough Room in the MUD
between 11-1 and 3-Spm
A ''l'LEDGEn signing will he taking place there

for those who are committed to achieving this
goal

No...
ITDOESN ~T
MEAN THAT YOU'llE
GA YI IT MEANS THAT YOU
HA VE THE GUTS AND INTELLIGENCE
TO HISE ABOVESOCIAL IGNOHA NCE & COMPLA CENCY.
WEANING BLUEJEANS Will SHOW THAT YOU SUPPOR T EQUAL
NIGHTS FON GA Y.5; LESBIAN.5; & BISEXUALS.
THANK YOU FON TAK/NC THAT RISK

BLUE JEANS DAY CELEBR ATION!!
Educational Programs:

April 16-20 "ON LESBIAN AND GAY ISSUES"
MONDAY 4/17
7:30 Devine Hall: Legal Issues and Homosexuality
8:30 Hunter Hall: Gays in a Straight World
9:00 Smith Hall: What Does a Gay or Lesbian Look Like?

TUESDAY 4/18
7:30 Hetzel Hall: What Kind of Friend are YOU?
5:00 Hillsborough Room: "Straight from the Source".
8:00 Christensen Hall BA: Lesbian and Gay Issues

WEDNESDAY 4/19
7:30 Williamson Hall: Striaght to Hell
8:00 Jessie Doe Hall: Sexploration
9:00 Congreve Hall: What does a Gay or Lesbian Look Like?

THURSDAY 4/20
7:30 Hubbard Hall: Student Panel on Lesbian and Gay Issues
9:00 Marston House: Pink Triangles
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Arts & Entertainment
Grass-R oots Art
By Rob Corser
Ostensibly, this is a review
of the artwork currently on
exhibit in the downstairs portion of the UNH Art Gallery.
The show is entitled Ninete en
on Paper, which is also the name
of the consortium of women
artists whose work is on display.
The purpose of this review ·
however, is not to describe,
critique or recommend the
works of art themselves. If I
were to give this arc review a
name, it would be A rt with a
Capital "C. "
The "C" stands for "Comrriodity."
It stands for "Commercialism."
It stands twice for "Consumer
Culture."
It stands for almost everything that the art world has
become in the last half of the
twentieth century. It does not
however, stand for Nineteen
on Paper.
Since about 1950, or so, the
world of art has been exploding.
Thousands of art galleries and
dealers have sprung up in New
York and around the country,
where before there were only
handfuls. Economic prosperity
has created a huge vacuum of
demand which is eager to suck
up anything that's fashionable.
Prices soar. Arc is no longer
collected, but rather, its a chic
investment commodity of the
rich and famous, and a tax writeoff for corporations. Those of
us not wealthy enough to join

in the investment frenzy make
pilgrimages to the big museums
where we honor arc's mainstream pantheon: Chagall,
Wyeth, Renoir. The shows are
called "Block Busters," and
tickets are available at all ticketron outlets . We have been
transformed from active cultural
participants into consumers of
culture.
In this rarified atmosphere
of art as big business, artists who
reject careerism and who refuse
to produce commodities find
themselves starving, not for
success, but simply for exposure,
for feedback, and for participation. One solution to this dilemma is to take matters into your
own hands.
Examples of this grass-roots
type of strategy can be found
everywhere, if you bother to
look. Several Portsmouth wri- ·
ters I know publish a weekly,
one page collection of poems,
stories and visual stuff that they
sell for a nickel a copy. They
don't do it for the money; they
do it for fun and to keep things
happening. It's called: "TwoTon Santa," and you can find
it at many area bookstores.
Nineteen on Paper is another
example of a grass-roots attempt to circumvent the established barriers to cultural part ici pat ion. The group was
formed in 1986 by two women
who envisioned a "Rhode Island
based artist's group." They
assembled some friends and
associates, and Nineteen on
Paper was the result. Although

all the members are women,
they deny an overt political
orientation, and state their
purpose to be: "providing a
cohesive structure for the presentation of the works on paper
by Rhode Island artists."
Their works vary widely in
both media and artistic imagery,
and the group encourages this
diversity, lauding its effect as
"enriching." The result is a body
of work composed of drawings
in pastel, ink, pencil and crayon,
as well as monotypes, etchings,
woodblocks, serigraphs, watercolors, gouaches, mixed media,
and photographs. Group
members range in age from the
early thirties to the early seventies, and they credit their
association with spawning personal relationships, studio visits,
joint studio sales, artists' retreats and other cooperative
projects.
Besides numerous exhibits
in the New England area, the
group has also held a public
show of their work in Moscow.
I applaud the successes of this
diverse, enthusiastic group of
artists, and I commend the
UNH Art Gallery for their
recognition of the unique richness that can be found at the
grass-roots level.
There's something for every
taste at the Nineteen on Paper
exhibit. More important
though, there's the vitality of
artists working and sharing
their work. Check it out at the
UNH Art Gallery until April
23. It's free.

Dancers from the-Feld Ballet Company

Daring Ballet

ating visual
1odc IslanJ's

ratc-.d lccu1re
f the Waysi

Lea Feinstein, Doctor of the Wayside Press, 1989
Collage with handmade paper, 15" x 11"
From the exhibition, Nineteen on Paper
March 21 _- April 23, 1989.

By Patrik Jonsson
Feld Ballet
at Johnson _Theatre
Friday, April 7
Eliot Feld, who's ballet company visited Durham last Friday
finding a full Johnson Theatre
and a standing ovation, knows
that taking yourself too seriously
is boring.
Though several of his dances
are oddly cryptic and strange,
they do not propose to know
something everyone else
doesn't. He provides the skin,
you are the bones. You move.
He's doing ballet for the fun of
it, and he lets his dancers have
fun. Ballet, to Feld, is not a set
of rules, it's sport, it's a place
to do the impossible.
The music Feld used pretty
much summed up his ideas.
Scottish, Irish and Welsh folk
music were used in three of the
pieces. That sort of music, with
its edgy melodies and acoustic
spaciness, is music to dance to,
to enjoy, while at the same time
being unusual: especially in this
country.
In "A Footstep of Air" Feld
used 11 pieces of music that
Beethoven wrote for a ( to use
modern terms) Scottish music
producer when he needed funds.
Singles, doubles, trios, and the
whole company performed the
separate pieces with a theme
- repetive sets of movement,
dancer characterization - slowly growing through the whole
dance, culminating in the last
song.
, Feld 's humor showed when

on;-;hepherd, doing ~mooth
acrobatics with a staff, pretended to step in gum and slap
at a surrounding swarm of
mosquitoes. A ridiculouslooking fencer came on stage
stabbing at the air and acting
silly. Technique was emphasized, though there was some
conventionality in the dance.
It was fine way to open up,
showing the expertise of the
dancers.
Feld's genius began to show
in the second piece, "Medium:
Rare." This was a solo-piece
with one dancer interacting with
the objects set on the stage, the
music, and the lighting. Ramps,
set at about 80 degrees and
coated with rubber, surrounded
a trampoline in a semi-circle.
Two more were set facing each
other in front of the trampoline.
The music, by Steve Reich was
fluty, a mingling of air sounds.
The dancer began on the
trampoline, attaching himself
between the two ramps, making
different shapes with his body:
triangles, arcs, boxes. Soon, after
the dancer had played in the
middle for a while, the music
changed and he began making
contact with the outer ramps.
Much of it looked like improvisation, but it was hard to teH.
At the end of this number it was
possible to hear the dancer's
breathing way up in the boxes.
Feld enchanted the audience
with the simplicity of his dance,
allowing the dancer to make the
shapes within a certain framework. It was a near perfect
Ballet continued on page 18

I f
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Isla nd Sou nd s:
Ste el Dr um s

F emtJleS in Co nce rt

·
Violent Femmes
B
Th
h
0st
0 rp eum
on
e~ter,
Tuesday, Aprtl 11
By Arthur Lizie
The Violent Femmes are a
contempo rary rite of passage
from adolescen ce to semiadulthood. Mention the band's
name to most college students,
and, most likely, you'll get a
response to the affect of, "Yeah,
they're great; and I hadn't even
heard of them until my freshman year." The trio is part of
a new American folk culture·
"Blister In The Sun" is ofte~
heard wafting from youth
groups busy toasting marshmallo~s, huddled around _
summer campfires . Tuesday
night at Boston's Orpheum
Theater, the Femmes proved
they aren't ready to rest on their
past achievements.
The Femmes ripped through
a solid, eclectic, 26 song set,
ser~ing up equal portions from
their eponymou s debut disc
Hallowed Ground and thei;
latest album 3. Wisely, they
avoided all but a few songs ("Old
Mother Reagan" and "Faith")
from their disappointi ng, overproduced third album The Blind
Leading The Naked. The trio
appeared as nonchalan t, easygoing, and fun as they do on
record. They take chances; they
don't use a set list. They're
enigmatic, but it seems to be a
sincere type of oddness, not just
an act. Their material ranged
from gospel ("Jesus Walking
The Water") to rock ("Fool In
The Full Moon") to funk
("World We're Living") to
heavy metal co modern jazz
("Black Girls") to just plain odd
("To The Kill").
A true democracy , the three
F~~!!l~S lin_ed up straight across

·
th_e front of the stage. Dru~mer
out
decked
,
peLorenzo
y1ctor
in a slick sports coat and a
constant toothy grin, stood for
much of the evening, banging
away with mani~ despajr at ~is
sparse four-piece kit. Singer/guitari st Gordon Gano held
c~nrer stage, occasionally steppm~ out fron~ to unleash a
st~died, ~mt~red1ble sol~. Bassist
Bnan Ritchie, dressed m black,
was _other worldly, but we'll get
.
.
to him later.
The set contamed three distinct sections. For the first six
songs the F~m~es we~e a ~ibrant, acoustlC tinged mo, with
Brian Ritchie filling out the
so~rnd. on an acou~tic b~ss.
~1ghltght s from this sect10n
~nclud~d "Outside The Palace,"
m which Delorenzo kept the
beat bare-hande d on the snare,
an~ the opener :·Promise, " in
which_ the e~~r-msec ure Gano
quest10ne d Could ,You ever
wane me to love you?
In the second section, Ritchie
s~itched to an electric ~ass _and
p1Cked up the pace a bit. Highlights included the tongue-in~h~ek tale of ~een an_gst,
Gimme The Car, the at-times
cacophono us mini-epic "Never
Tell,,',' and the legendary "Kiss
Off. On _the latter _number,
Ga~o ?es1tated a bit bef~re
~ehvenng the now fai:nou~ line
I ho~e you know this will g~
down m your person~! record.
It was hard to tell if he was
reluctant because of his surprise
at the audience's enthusiast ic
response or the fact that the line
has become such a cliche. You
.
.
make t?e call.
During the third sect10n of
the show the core trio was joined
by the Ho~ns of Dilemma, _a
sax op hon 1st and a mu l t 1-

.
. .
woodwmd mstrument ahst. Unlike on The Blind Leading The
Naked, the addition of extra
members did not disrupt the
integrity of the group. Highlights f_rom this section_included
two htts from the first two
albums: "Black Girls" and
"Gone Daddy Gone."
Although on record the band
appears _to _be totally Gano's
band, this is not the case on
stage, w~ere ~icc_hie is a 9uie_t,
?ut chansmat1 c figure. R1t~hie _
1s a master of the bass guitar,
in a league with The Who's John
Entwhistle , fIREHOSE 's Mike
Watt, and very few ocher rock
bassists. He seems just as comfo!table and competen t handlmg leads or playmg rhythm
as keeping a backbeat with
d_rummer ~eLor~nz o. He is
simply amazmg, a JOY to watch.
~itchie h~ghlights inc!,ud_ed a
nch ac?,usttclead_solo on N1ght~ares, and a slide bass ,~olo _on
Fool In The Full Moon, whICh
created high pitched sounds
high,ly ~e~inisce nt of J im_my
Page s v10lm-bow-on-the-gmtar
g~mmick. He is a world unto
.
himself.
The evening concluded on an
encouragi ng note. The band
played a r~gular five song encore, de ngeur for a theater
p~rfo~~an ce. Thi~ s~,t en~ed
with To The Kill, which
~oun~ up as a pleasantly annoymg dissonant battle ~etween
flute, sax, drums, gu1tar, and
Ritchie's seashell, reminiscen t
of late period Coltrane. Then,
as the lights were about to be
brought up, applause beckoned
the band back for a well deserved
real encore, closing the night
with "Good Feelings." An appropriate ending. Hope they
come back soon.

By Tiffany Lewis
The sounds of the islands
echoed through Johnson Theatre Thursday night when The
Atlantic Clarion Steel Band
played its version of the percussionary rhythms popular to
tropical lushlands.
Carl Chase led the seven
member band as they played a
montage of steel drums. Chase
informed the audience that the
steel drum is the only new
acoustic instrument , besides the
saxophone , to be introduced
during this century. Steel drums
are made from cut oil cans and
were created forty years ago on
the island of Trinidad.
The band started its set with
a calypso song called "Feeling
Nice," and went on to do a bossa
nova tune that made me feel like
I was on an old rerun of the
"Love Boat." The band's renditions of the traditional island
songs just didn't cut it. They
seemed lacking a certain punch
and came off in a milktoast style.
I wondered if I was being bias
because the band consisted of
seven white guys in turtlenecks
and sportscoats. I closed my eyes
and cried to picture myself on
vacation in the Carribean with
a band of locals jamming. It just
didn't work.
Chase said that the goal of the
band was to promote the steel
drum as a "serious," rather than
merely a folk, instrument . From
there the concert took an uplifting turn, as the band began
a classical music set beginning
with a piece from a Mozart
opera.
When it came to performing
the classical songs, the band was
in its element. Surprising ly,
steel drums can sound beautiful
in a classical context, and the
band displayed their adeptness
in the performan ce of these
selections.
Some other highlights of the·

··········· ··········· ··········· ·········~ ··········· ··········· ··········· ···
rr········ ···········
.

.

show were a cover or Koy
Orbison's "Blue Bayou," which
brought to mind warm winds
and gently blowing palms, and
an original classical piece by
Chase called "Hymn for She."
The concert was also interesting in that Chase shared a
lot of little-know n facts about
steel drum music and the steel
drum music scene in New England. He also explained the
design of the steel drum which
calls for bigger dents in the can
in order to produce lower notes.
He showed the audience each
of the drums from the high hat
pan to the cello pan and explained what kind of sound each
one made.
The UNH Percussio n Ensemble also performed that
night starting its set off with
a piece written by a member of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra
called "Gainesb oro." The
mempers of the ensemble included Nathan Amsden, Chris
Bonito, Nigel Chase, Ken Clark,
Beth Clark, Christine Dugmore,
Rob Fogg, Wendy Hills, Peter
Labrie, Beth Munn, Carl Nickerson, George Regan, Gail
Spahr, and Lynne Thorne. The
performan ce was excellent and
sounded much like Windham
Hill/Shado wfax tunes at times.
The most interesting part of
their performan ce came when
they did an original piece in the
minimalis t fashion consisting
of a circle of people creating
rhythms with the clapping of
hands, the slapping of thighs,
the tapping of bongos, and the
bouncing of a tennis ball, a
kickball, a basketball , and a
volleyball.
The Grand Finale of the show
was the pairing of the Atlantic
Clarion Steel Band with the
UNH Percussion Ensemble for
"La Bamba." They gave this old
Mexican folk song a taste of the ·
islands, and this time the groove
was hot.

Ballet
(continued from page 17)
dance.
Yoga and an Asiatic feeling
were visable in "Asia," Feld's
most current piece. Five female
dancers, one lead, played out
under blue lighting to a modern
French opera, an often frightening display of soul-body interaction. One moment they
would all be caught up in a
• Scorpion position, the next they
would be kneeling, making
horrific faces, using their hands
in front of their faces to emphasize jaws and teeth. The dancing
was as smooth and perfect as
it could ever dare to be.
With only a few minutes left,
a male dancer appeared, circling
around the women in a jerky,
Mary Hutchins, Forest Sanctuary, Forest Walls 1987
spinning way. For one moment
Charcoal, 26" x 40.S"
he approached the lead dancer,
Paper
on
and stood over her. But he never
Nineteen
,
exhibition
the
From
• touched her. Then he started
March 21 - April 23, 1989 spinning again, and, in midfell.
!·•······· ··········· ··········· ··········· ··········· ··········· ······~··· ··········· ··········· ···: stroke, the curtain
That the male dancer never
touched the lead was satisfying
to see. Beside the piece being
to modern dance than
closer
Write for us!
ballet (the unscrupulo us technique tying it to ballet), it was
overall very daring. It presen!:ed
the body-soul conflict in a maleYou won't regret it!
female context, which smelled
of genius. The metaphor was
so tight and effective that it
1

...

.
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made you think of your own
situation and beliefs. Never
mind the the Oriental symbolism strangely interacting with
French opera and yoga posi~ions. This dance left you bleedmg.
T 0 sum the performan ce up
was "The Jig Is Up," another
piece in separated sections, to
Anglo-Sax on folk music. But it
was almost a pro to the first
dance' s con. This dance had no
ballet inhibitions . The women
came out with their hair down.
They looked taller, larger, almost as big as the men. Two
women had solos, both deeply
introspect ive, both distantly
rhythmic. One woman, with
hair like a lioness, spun around
the stage, often falling into a
wild crouch, looking around,
searching. The other woman
moved on half-beats , holding
up walls, a more sober, restricted
dance. But the seriousness was
short-lived.
When all the dancers came
togethe r perform ing
contradance-like positions, they
grinned at each other. They
danced and played as if it was
just them in a big hall, friends
together. It was a privilege to
- have a chance to watch them.
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SPEND FALL SEMESTER STUDYING IN
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Before you preregister, consider this;

APRIL 18,19 & 20
It is NOT TOO LATE to apply for the UNH London
Program. If you are interested or have questions,
contact Professor Janet Aikins, On-Campus Coordinator, Room 132 Ham-Smith, 862-3977, o,: Carol
Cooper, Program Secretary, Room 52 Ham-Smith,
862-3962, as soon as pas sible.

·uNH BOOKSTORE
records

RAIN DATES

APRIL 25,26 & 27

!!! Don't miss this opportunity for studying abroad!!!,

FRIDAY APRIL 21, 1989

JON BUTCHER
with special guest

STOMPERS!
TICKETS ARE STILL
AVAILABLE ON
THE FLOOR!.!!
STUDENTS $5
NON-STUDENTS $10

e r ; ~ ~ ilv th/
o/flCUCfJ ~ ~

-..

See the show for free/ Join the
· Production or -Security teams;
call 862-2195 or show up at
our office in the ~UB/
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OKAY, Poc;,,opeN UP,
WHAT HAVI 'IOU 60T
1N 1HeRe

r.-.. . .

ESCAPE" BUT WE'V6 GOT
TO Ger PAST me NlJRSE,

Superguy
BLAH Bl.AH 13LAH BLAH BLAH
OLAH OLAH BLAH 13LA>I DLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH OLAH OLAH
I3LNI .BLAU OLAU OLAH BLAH...

by Kurt Krebs
BLAH BLAH DLAII BLAH BLAH

OLAH CLAJ.I BLAH OWi OLAH
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DI.AH OLAH DLAH BLAH Bl.AIL
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; THEN
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STAYZNS'lD!
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Thanks II

To the Editor:
The Inter Residence Organization, (IRO), would like to extend
a special thanks to the band, BAD
HABIT, for playing during Li'l Sibs
Weekend, Saturday, April 1st, at
both the Fair in Divine Niche and
at the SAE Beach Mocktail Party.
The band members, Chris Clough,
Brian Maynes, Gary Stephens, and
Jessen Wehrwein rocked the whole
day to help make Li'l Sibs Weekend
a success.
For anyone interested in planning an event, we highly recommend this band. Once again, thank
you and good luck.
Sincerely,
Roberta Sherman
IRO Chairperson

Bridgette Bettencourt
Li'l Sibs Committee Chair

To the Editor:
I choose to contemplate the
whole New Dorm situation after
some of the deserved controversy
has temporarily settled, trying to
take into consideration the "Big
Picture." I believe Gordon Haaland,
an<l those who influence his decisions (obviously not the students),
are acting irrespon~ibly in deciding
to build a new dorm- and in the
location they decided upon. I
thought the big man wanted to build
the best small univer_sity in this
country. Why can't we be content
with what we have and improve
it, instead of trying to expand?
Building a new dorm only adds-pollution to an already murky pond.
There are so many other areas
where the money could be spent.

Two good examples are the school's
professors and its library; our
education is based on knowledge,
and if these two areas are not
adequately addressed, we are destined to remain stagnant. The
professors are underpaid and overworked. They have to deal with the
University's unwillingness to add
more staff in order to stop the
overcrowding of classes, as well as
the inability and frustrations of the
students to get those classes. Moreover, if the professors were paid
more, especially our female pedagogues, the University would be
able to attract a more complete array
of talented and diverse professors.
This would surely contribute to the
strength of the school than a new

dorm.
The library is also severely
limited in what it can offer to the
stuJents. What we need is more
study and shelf space, not a couple
of new carpets and Xerox machines.
I think the money would be more
wisely spent on enhancing the very
bastion of our education, a place
that every student can benefit from
unlike the new dorm which would
cater to the needs of only 600
students. I really can not see how
a dorm represents the real needs
of this university and its students.
Finally, the selection of the site
is ridiculous. Not only was it reached
through a purely undemocratic
process, but there is no excuse for
ti--" -~ --=~:o~ to ruin one of the more

pristine sections Qf this cmapus.
The resolution to build there reeks
of environmenta l ignorance, something that should be addressed as
the oil companies want to exploit
and destroy one of our last hints
of true wilderness, the North shore
of Alaska. I hate to think of UNH
playing a part in the eradication
of places where animals and people
alike can go merely to enjoy acd
not abuse or exploit.
As I move onward I can ony hope
that this letter will somehow
provoke more conscientious, progressive thinking and decisionmaking in us all.
Christopher Hoff man
A Concerned Student

..............................................................................................................................................................................................
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FOR COLLEGE
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When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
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Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-u p to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds UJ? to $18,000-or more
for college for Just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROU GH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
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ham·burger 1·01·nts, puttin·g m· long hours
10r 11•tt1e pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet,I'meaming$18,000forcollege.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
our
· They're the people who help
hurrilike
cies
state dunng emergen
canes and floods. They're also an
part ofour country's military
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

800-63 8-7600 : OR MAIL THIS

Islands
•1n Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska,consult yourloca)
phone directory.
0 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
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SAFE RIDES
Applications Now Available for:

Chairperson, .·
Budget Manage~
Director of
Drivers/Dispatchers,
Marketing Manager
-These compensated positions look great
on resumes and are highly regarded
by employers.
-Applications can be picked up in Room 203
in the New Health Facilities Buildings
-Please inquire only if you have a sincere interest
in working for Safe Rides
.
Safe Rides runs
every Friday and Saturday
from ·10 p.m. - ·2 a.m.
and can be reached at 862-1414 ~

so
>

.

~

. uor-tos\lo .
\>

in the Granite State Room
May 1st - 3rd_

Submissions now being accepted
in Room 148 of the MUB
All work must be matted

.. -

TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY, AND VALUES
MINOR
. COURSES OFFERED FALL 1989

C

C

Cmn 455

TTH

3:40-5:00

Parsons LlOl

Beverly James

EC 501

Sect.OJ

w

9: 10-11 :00

James 211

John Carroll
and Robert Croker

EC 635

Secc.01

TTH

l I: l 0-12:30

James _103

Robert Croker

Nurs 670

Sen.01

TTH

4:00-7:00

Murk 207

Juilietce Petillo

Phil 424

Sec.:c.Oi
Sect.02

MWF
MWF

9:00-10:00
2:00-3:00

HS 42
HS 18

Robert Schraff
Robert Schraff

Phil 447

Sen.OJ
Secc.02
Secc.03
Secc.04

MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF

9:00-10:00
9:00-10:00
l 0:00- l l :00
l 0:00-11 -:00

HS
HS
HS
HS

Willem deVries
Drew Christie
Willem deVries
Drew Christie

Tech 583

Secc.01

MWThF

I: 10-2:00

Kingsbury 251

Alden Winn

Hmp 401H
Hmp 401

Secc.O 1
Secc.03
Secc.05

MWF

T

l 0: 10-11 :0
6: 10-9:00
lJ:10-12:30

HS 4 l
HS 216
HS 216

scaff
Eileen O'Neil

Th

129.
129
129
129

Lee Seidel

Course descriptions and information ~n the Technology, Society and Values minor are available at TSV Coordinator's office.
Val Dusek coordinator

C

Questions: Call co-ordinator Bill de Vries, ext. 3074/ 1040
KJI
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE
1986 Dodge Daytona- black, fwd, 5-speed,
51,000 miles. Excellent condition, $5000
or best offer. For more details call Leigh ,
772-4829.
1980 BMW 320is, 4 speaker alpine st. with
AMP, 4 way adjustable seats . AC , cloth
interior, 2 way sun roof, factory alloy wheels,
henna red. Must sell. $3800 or best offer.
868-1256.
1985 Nissan Sentra, runs good, must sell,
asking $2500 or b.o. Call Michael 436-8184.
1984 Subaru GL-10 FWD station wagon
in excellent condition. All options . 5-speed;
37 mpg. Clean . $3950, reasonable offer.
868-5122.
For Sale- 1983 Nissan 4x4 King Cab. High
mileage, but in great condition . Kenwood
stereo & equalizer , CB , Northhander
custom fiberglass cap, and many other
great extras. Must see to really appreciate.
Call Chris @ 7 49-6715.
1984 Dodge Charger . Automatic, good
condition. Asking $2500. Call Mike at 6597414.
1987 Mustang LX Hatchback, automatic,
33,000 miles, balance of 6-year unlimited
mile warranty ( 4 ), sunroof, cruise, power
locks, undercoated. Call Glenn (603) 6927487 days, 749-8540 nights. $7900.00
1983 Nissan Sentra. Excellent runr{ing
condition . $1500 or B.O . Call 659 - 6701
afler 6 p.m.
1983 Chevy Malibu. Runs great. Recently
tuned, no rust. AM - FM radio, snow tires,
seats six. $1995 or B.O. Call 7 42-9355.
1984 Jeep CJ7 . Easily removed hard-top,
carpet , excellent tires & shocks, new
exhaust, radiator, and starter. 57,000 miles.
Engine just rebuilt. $4700. 603-433-5898.
FOR SALE: 5 piece drum set in good
condition, perfect for beginner. Price
negotiable - must sell. Call 868 -6194 , ask
for George.
FOR SALE- 6 ft. couch . Good condition.
Price negotiable. 749-1739. Evenings and
weekends.
FOR SALE- 1978 Nova - V-8 engine, runs
well. Must sell $500 or best offer. Call Molly
at 743-3173 or 743-3427.
Complete bicycle touring outfit. Shogun
alpinee GT, 18 speed, front and rear racks
and packs and more. 27" frame, perfect
for 6'4" and over. Cost $800, selling $400.
John, 1-432-5191 .
Realistic dual cassett deck. Auto reverse,
hi- speed dubbing, metal position , continuous play, Dolby. Must sell- $150, negotiable. Call Susan 868-2511 .
1986 Mercury Topaz 6S. 45,000 miles, good
condition, $4800. Call Susan 868-2511.
Yamaha 400cc Enduro- great shape, $150.
, Ask for Tom at 862-4722 . Please leave
a message.
Racing bicycle, 56 cm Colango frame, fall
campy equipped, extras, $395, call Bill,
749-6403 afler 5:00 p.m.
Durham cops getting to you? I have the
solution! Brand new Escort Radar Detector!!
With box, warranty, etc. Used 6 mo. $140
or 8.0 . Rachel 436-6583.
BRAND NEW Blaupunkt-designed digital
tuner I cassette car stereo with 4 phi lips
spkrs, still under warranty, $300 new, will
sacrifice for $250. Call 659-5665 for details,
serious inquiries only.

Disabled person in seach of personal care
attendant for the summer. Salary $6.25/hr,
28 hrs/wk . Job description : assist
w/personal grooming, food shopping,
house cleaning, accessible to students
on UNH campus. Call 868-1986, leave
message

MODELS NEEDED for HAIR SHOW. Free
Haircuts-Perms, colors, April 23-24. Sheraton - Tara Hotel, 50 Fercrofl Rd, Danvers,
Mass. Model call April 22 at 3:00 at Hotel
or Call Vince Downs at (603) 743-4911
RECREATION DIRECTOR AND ASSISTANT needed for North Hampton Summer
Program. Weekday mornings Juiy 10 to
August 18. Teaching or recreation credentials preferred. Send resume and 2
references by April 28th to Town Office,
Atlantic Ave, North Hampton, NH 03862

Plan for your Fall Word Study Job now: If
you are a student with a 2.5 plus GPA who
wants a challengin position in a friendly ,
support ive environment, apply to be a
tutor/counselor at TASK, Bookstore Parking Lot by April 17th.

Need a Band for your party? Try Ollie and
the Patriots. This is not a joke, this is Rock
and Roll. Jason: 742 - 1858, Doug: 7 43-3505

EXECUTIVE SECRET ARY : Executive Se cretary for dynamic environmental organ ization of ten people . Executive staff
requires highly professional handling of
telephone contact with top executives from
around the country, as well as high volume
of correspondence . Very active telemarketing ·staff needs telephone reception and
administrative support . No job is too
important or too trivial for any member of
our team . Positive professional attitude;
3-5 years experience; strong organizational
capabilities : self starter; word processing
and bookkeeping a plus . Position offers
excellent salary and benefits package for
the successful candidate . Position to be
filled immediately. Please send resume
and references to : EHMI , Box 932, Durham,
NH Q3824, Attn: Chris

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, profes sional quality, reasonable rates. Spelling
accuracy included. Call 742-2037 , Dover.

Help wanted: Hazardous waste and materials consulting firm in Durham is seeking
part-time assistance in coordinating a
national series of environmental conferences starting immediately. We need a
mature individual with a strong organizational skills, the ability to work with minimal
supervision and an interest in environmental issues. Word processing a plus. For more
information call Cauldie at 868-1496
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
- Summer Research Assistant Wanted 1015 Hours Per Week, $5.00 Per Hour Contact
Prof. Craig: 862-1747.
MOVERS WANTED for last weekend in
April. Pay is negotiable 7 49-1739 Eve. and
weekends.
SKI AND SAIL. Hiring Management Trai nees for retail sportswear shops . Spend
winters at Killington and Pico Ski Areas
and summers in Nantucket and Martha 's
Vineyard. Contact Erika Luff 802 -422-9896.
Northern Pursuit/ Island Pursuit, PO Box
347, Killington, VT 05751
Wahington MOrtgage Company Incorporated is seeking aggressive graduating
seniors to earn $50,000 to $75,000 per year
or more! Participate in our mortgage training
program and advance to the prestigous
position of loan officer. Working conditions
are excellent with a generous commission
structure. Territories are now available
in your area to service; Realtors, Builders,
Developers, Accountants, Attorneys and
other sources of mortgage origination .
Candidates must be professional , have
excellent communication and organiza tional skills and possess some sales
aptitude. Find a great career opportunity
in banking and finance at Washington
Mortgage while positions are still available.
Washington Mortgage has over 100 (One
Hundred) easy to work with loan programs,
Including Residential, Commercial , and
Investor. Contact us now as to when we
will be interviewing: 1-800-327 -0292.
Wanted : Companion to live with elderly
woman. In Durham, salary, room and board .
Inquire Rm. 319 James Hall.
AWESOME SUMMER JOB Disabled Individual in search of Personal Care Assistant.
Salary $6.25 an hour /28 hours per week.
Job title consists: personal grooming, house
cleaning, food shopping . Accessable to
summer students living on campus or in
the Durham area. For more info. Call 8681986 and leave a message on my "HAPPY"
· answering machine.
Office Workers Needed: Two UNH College
Work Study positions available at the Social
Security office in Portsmouth, NH . Pays
. $6.00 per hour. Applicants must be ap proved for College Work Study by UNH.
Call 433-0716 and ask for Mr. White.
If you are transferring to a different school
next fall and want to make some quick cash
selling T-shirts call Eli at Kappa Sig 8689637
GUIDO MURPHY'S Cape Cod 's hottest
restaurant-bar complex . Interview weekend, Saturday, April 22, 11-6, Sunday April

TAE KWON - DO. the art of self-defense.
For more information call Hwang 's Tae
Kwon -Do at 743-6500

LOVE CAREFULLY THIS SUMMER. Con traceptive services , confidential, highquality and sensitiv·e care by trained
medical staff. Sliding fees for exams and
supplies. One visit, no class required. Call
for appointment. The Clinic, Dover 7492346 or Rochester 332-4229.

M/F wanted to share summer sublet.
Beautiful Dover Apt. Lg. bedroom, w/d ,
tranqu il location, $212/mo. Karen 749 6376.
Summer sublet available at the coops - 4
spaces available in 2 bedroom apt. Spa cious, w I small sundeck. Rent negotiable.
Call Laura at 862-4092.
Need summer housing? I need female
roomies to share room in condo in Dover,
6 miles from campus. $200/mo. includes
utilities. Call Jenn, 749-4031 .
Dover modern, newly done apartment. 3bed room, $695 .00 includes heat, water,
parking. K-van stop. Avai lable May 31 . 14 roommates needed. Call 743-4474 afler
2:00 p.m. Ask for Joanne or Donna.
Summer sublet: looking for quiet, respon sible, non-smoker to share 2 bedroom apt.
in Dover. On K-van route, 10 min to Durham.
Fall option. $250/mo. (heat and hot water
included) or B.O. Dan or Marc, 749-6658.
Summer sublet in Lee! Duplex - 4 to 5
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms - off-street parking
- huge yard! Asking $225.00 or negotiable.
Please call 659-5844 . NOW!!
WANTED : Companion to live with elderly
women in Durham. Salary, room, and board .
Inquire Rm. 319, James Hall.
Cheap apt. for the summer . In Durham Old Landing Rd . Negotiable rent- includes
heat and hot water. Parking and laundry
facilities. Call Annmarie at 862-4460.
Beach house! 3-bedroom house, $475/mo,
winterized, available for the '89-'90 school
year. Hampton, NH. Call 926-4215 (p.m.)
FREE APT- Grad. student family seeks
responsible perosn to share large 2-family
Rochester home and meals in return for
light housekeeping and parttime childcare.
Use of beach condo included. Near bus
route. 1-335-2693.
Summer sublets available in house in
Newmarket 3 miles from campus . Nonsmoker, no pets. $185/ mo. Ask for Mike
or Nick or leave message, 659-3126.
A Summer Sublet in New Orleans!! Looking
for rommates to share apartment in New
Orleans, LA for May through August. If
interested please call Danielle at 868-2306
for more information .
Looking for summer subletters! House in
Newmarket with 6 spaces available . On
KariVan route. Parking available . Clean
and spacious. $195/mo. Cheap utilities.
Will lower rent if you commit by April 21 .
Call ABI, 659-2386.
Fall rental : nice, furnished, 2-bedroom
apartment available 8/27. 21 /2 miles from
campus. No pets, non-smokers. $530/mo.
plus utilities. Lease, deposit. 659-5932.
Summer rental: Furnished, 3-bedroom
apartment available 5/22. 3 1 /2 miles from
campus. Suitable for faculty/ staff.
$660/mo. plus utilities. Lease, deposit.

Summer rental : Furnished, 2-bedroom
apartment available 5/22. 21 /2 miles from
campus . Suitable for faculty/ staff .
$450/mo. plus utilities. Lease. Deposit.
659-5932.

Durham- Furnished single bedrooms with
shared bathrooms for female students only.
Available for 1989-90 academic year .
Private entrance. Ten minute walk from
T - Hall. $1100 per semester including
utilities. Call 868-2217 afler 4 p.m.

I was tired of my lady, yeah she wasn't half
bad . Just looking for some special lady,
so here's my personal ad: Do you like Pina
Coladas, and getting caught in the rain?
I am not much into junk foods, I am into
champagne! Do you like making love at
midnight on the dunes of the Cape? If you're
the lady I've looked for, come with me and
escape!!! *Send a personal in response
or call: 868-6281 . Very truly yours, A single
U.N .H. male (L.A .) "The Original Lonely
Guy"

M/F Roomate to share my convenient
home in Eliot. Private upstairs·, 2rms &
closet. Share Bath, L.A., D.R., W / D. $375.00
mo. Utl. included . (207) 439-5236. Leave
a message.

Summer subletters needed for great
furnished apt. on Main St. Females only.
$200/mo. everyth_ing included. 868-6013.

WILD- INDICATING STRONG EMOTION
OR MENTAL EXCITEMENT: EAGER OR
ENTHUSIASTIC , AS WITH DESIRE OR
ANTICIPATION ...
RESIDENCE HALL WEEK . COMING SOON
TO A CAMPUS NEAR YOU . ST ARTS APRIL
_..,
21

Dover. Furnished room. Pvt. entrance, 1 /2
bath, micro, cable, refrigerator, KariVan .
$60/wk. Deposit, references . 742-6447
afler 7 p.m.

HOLJS1NG

YO HOMES! YO HOMES! YO HOMES!
(BIRTHDAY MESSAGE TO DC.) GET
ROCKED ON YOUR 20th!...THIS YOU CAN
DO. YOU CANNOT BE SOBER! I REPEAT
- CAN, CAN'T .. CAN , CAN'T...NOI - MARS

Summer Sublet - 4 bedroom apt. with
sundeck , furnished . 45R Madbury Rd .,
Durham. Reasonably priced. Cal 868-6040.

Dover 1 bedroom apt. newly painted gas
heat. Parking, KariVan. $300/mo. plus
utilities. Pets negotiable. Security deposit,
references, 742-6447 afler 7 p.m.

TYPING - Lowest Prices Available ! (We
know, We've checked) . Free Pickup/Dv livery. Spelling. Editing service. Call
Beckwith -Douglas Service 7 49-0594.

659-5932.

TYPING: Lowest Prices Available! (We
know, We've Checked) . Free PickUp/Delivery. Spelling. Editing Service. Call
Beckwith-Douglas Service 749-0594

Summer sublet in Durham! Large room in
house very close to campus. Available May
20-August 31 . Rent is $200 per month and
includes all utilities. Call Debbie at 8685773.

P rofessional Word Processing for all your
_
documents , reports , etc . Experienced,
efficie.nt, reasonable rates, quick -return .
Janet Boyle, 659-3578.

23, Noon-5. Season May 25-Sept. 4 and
more. Corner of West Main and Sea Streets,
Hyannis, MA. COME ON DOWN

Fall rental : Nice, furnished, 3-bedroom
apartment available 8/27. 3 1 /2 miles from
campus. No pets, non-smokers. $795/mo.
plus utilities. Lease, deposit. 659-5932 .

PERSONALS
Dave K .- - Anthro . Tues . and Thurs . 11 12:30. I was there, you weren 't--again
Cocky, cocky, cocky ...
Okay, Senate swine, prepare to meet your
doom 1 We are going to stomp all over your
sorry butts today in softball, and there's
nothing you can qo about it. Unless you
don 't show up, of course.
It doesn't matter which one of you Senate
weasels won the election , you'll all be
destroyed in softball by the invincible TNH
Headliners. And you can quote us on that.
Y9u puny Senate twerps, you are nothing
before our collective might! Bring all 6,000
members of your pathetic club today, and
we will still crush you like the insignificant
gnats you are. Bah!
Wade Boggs and Steve Garvey have
nothing on you lecherous slimedogs in the
' Senate. Hoo-boy, if you guys knew the dirt
we have on you, you'd soil your collective
shorts!

I

Creative portraits are being offered to
graduating seniors, theatre majors, mu sicians, or other interested persons. Each
work is completely original and of a highly
expressive nature. Photographs can be
taken in a variety of locations on campus
and are crafled on fine art black and white
prints. For more info or other interest
contact Michael Borchardt at work 862 1485 or home 431 -7366.
STUDENT ARTISTS!! Submit your gallery
ready artwork to the Annual Juried Student
Art Show on Friday, April 21, 8 a.m.-noon
in the Hillsboro Room, MUB. $3 entry fee
per person .
Adoption: educated farm couple offer love,
stability, wond_erful life , room to grow.
Expenses paid . Call collect. Susan & Alan
802-592-3384.
ATTENTION ALL GREEKS: Order of Omega National Fraternity applications are out.
Applications have been made available
to chapter presidents and are also in the
MUB in Mike Sciola's office. Applications
are due April 24. If you have any questions
please feel free call 868-1873.
TYPING- Lowest prices available! (We
know , We've checked .) Free pickup/ delivery. Spelling. Editing service. Call
Beckwith-Douglas Service 7 49-0594.
GREG, TWO MORE DAYS UNTIL "HELL"
IS OVER. HANG IN THERE, I KNOW YOU
CAN DO IT. SEE YOU IN A FEW DAYS .
GOOD LUCK ON SATURDAY! LOVE,
KATHY
LOST: DENIM jacket near T-Hall 3/26.
PLEASE CALL LINDA 743-3264. REWARD
if returned with pins.
RESIDENCE HALL WEEK - COMING
SOON TO A CAMPUS NEAR YOU.
STARTS APRIL 21.
GLORY DAZE now serving Sunday Brunch
10:00 a.m. to 12:30. $5.95 all you can eat.
GREG, ARE YOU STILL ALIVE? HURRY ~

HOME IT'S TOO QUIET AROUND HERE

-J.

HEIDI & CANDY - WANNA GET STUCK
IN THE MUD? WE'RE READY ANYPLACE,
ANYTIME . GIVE US A CALL. - THE.
HYUNDAI MASTERS
I met her at the MUB, and asked her on
a date, The girl ran, ran, ran, she ran, ran,
ran!I Save your energy girls and run in the
Lamda Chi Alpha 5K Road Race! Be there
or be an Avacado.
GLORY DAZE- new faster lunch menu Check it out Monday-Friday, 11 ·a .m. - 5
p.m.
CANDY - IT'S MY BIRTHDAY. GET THE
HINT?- DC
WILD THING - I DON'T KNOW WHAT
YOU ' RE THINKING, BUT WILD THING
MEANS RESIDENCE HALL WEEK TO ME.
APRIL 21-29
Nicole Carignan: There just aren 't enough
words to describe the way I feel about you.
You'r.e a beautiful, caring, warm individual.
I want to be a part of your life. -A longtime
Secret Admirer.
Jill-Spooner- You're the BEST little sisterwe need another night of Abstract film
festivals. Love, -your big sister.
THINKING ABOUT GETTING INVOLVED?
Well, now is your chance! MAIN STREET
MAGAZINE would be the perfect opportunity for you to put your talents to work .
WHAT? You don't know what you could
possibly do for us! There are loads of
possibilities. Just stop by our office in Room
153 MUB and find out what they are, or
call 862-2730. We'd love to hear from you!
DISCO DAN- This weekend was chucko-block full of fun . Thanks for the great
time! Hope to see you soon . -Disco Donna
GLORY DAZE - new faster lunch menuCheck it out Monday-Friday, 11 a .m. - 5
p.m.
MIKE DALY- To my FANTASTIC co! Get
psyched for a great spring. Let's get
together soon and hang. Love , Deb. P.S.
I'm in PA for the weekend so don't try to
kidnap me.
CRAYOLA , READY? I'm going to exploit
you for advertising purposes. I know you'll
be at Jon Butcher with the STOMPERS,
but how bout BABS or LIB? Tickets are
$5 for students, $10 for non-students!!!
You can put them right near the barricade!
-China .
To my one and only Silly Buddy .. .Thanks
for making my stomach ache! P-P-P-Pooh
Bear with a monster grip on the water!
Again, soon? I hope so. You've got a friend,
Shannon. I love you! love, ME
To the F3 Madman: Have you broken down
and bought Butcher/Stomper tix yet? Oh
yeah! I forgot you're working the show and
seeing it for free, huh? Is the rest of KO
going to be there TOO?! -Raz
Patty Labrecque- Have the "mintest" 19th
Birthday!! Love, -all your fans.
"Clinester," Even though you 're trouble,
I think you're kind of cute, but you better
stay away because I have no loot. My futon
is my palace, and you are not allowed,
because you can't do naked mudslides,
and your voice is kind of loud. I ,eally must
admit it, I'm tired of this game, so tell me ...
How was that "walk of shame"? Your
underlying motive is quite clear, you're
not very friendly until you've had a beer.
I've been waiting for a phone call, too bad
it had to take ... the need to sell a ticket for
your fraternity 's sake . -"A miniscule
shelllfish"
Pam D., I had a fantastic time on Saturday.
Dinner Friday, hiking Saturday? AB
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Make money while making people look -; 'Astro and George Jetson are running in
beautiful. UNH is the ideal place to be a
the 3rd Annual Larnda Chi Alpha Road
skin consultant. For more info call Lisa at
Race to benefit Special Olympics, so why
(603) 335-3462.
99n'(JO~? ltj a qood !hing!!'.__ __ __ __ _
!ll!IIITICKETS!!II for sold out EL VIS COSTELLO concert this Saturday. 2 seats
available- 2nd row! Call Annmarie or Cori
at 862-4460.

M/F wanted to share summer sublet.
Beautiful Dover apt., Large bdrm, w/d,
tranquil location, $212 mo. Karen- 7496376
,

Concerned? Cagey? Crushed? Curious?
Cross? Clouded? Choked Up? Contemptuous? Cheerless? Call Cool -Aid . 8622293.

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY MARY ELLEN
LEE (MEL)III SORRY I COULDN'T GET THE
GRANOLA PICTURE' LOv'~~N~S_A ____ _

Luggage- Thanks for the unforgettable
You will run in the "Spring into Shape" 5K • • weekend. Now that I can look back on it
road race on April 22 at 1O a.m. sponsored
and laugh, I really had a pretty good time.
by Lambda Chi Alpha and Scorpio's
Let's get together again soon,.so ynu can
Provisions. Big brother is watching . Now,
~~ke_it up to me. Just kidding . -L9ve, ~~~~
finish your beets' __
GLORY DAZE- new faster lunch menu Adoption. Warm, loving, happily married
Check it out Monday -Friday, 11 a.m . - 5
couple wishes to adopt newborn . Paid
p.m. ··--medical expenses. Legal and confidential.
What does 1 .5 million acres of Alaskan
Call Marlene and Barry collect (203) 268- ·
wilderness have to do with the price of gas?
5123 after 8:00 _pm. an~ _weekends. ___ _
Come see "The Last Great Wilderness,'
REM~MBER: Secreta~fs _~ay is _Apr~6th'
~n -~_<:>nd':}'._ a_t 7 _p.m in Horton _!:loom ~~ _

JANE

old ~ "

We Love You!
Michelle, Boo,
and "The Fools"

How could your turning off unnecessary
lights affect the livelihood of Eskimo
villages? See "The Last Great Wilderness,"
· ~onday at 7 pm in Hort9~~r11_.4_ __
Dondi at Kappa Sig, I need you, want you,
have to ha_ve you. Love, -Heather ________ _

. CALL MICHAEL BORCHARDT AT

•__li_<:>J\1_~--4·3.~~--.7.~~~:.~?.r.k._862-1485.

WHY SHOULD YOU
JOIN THE NEW HAMPSHIRE?
l.Popcorn,pocorn,popcorn!
2. It's a hipp~r place to
hang around than the
Mub Pub. Do they have
satin pillow cases? I don't
think so.
3. You can't beat the
dental plan.
4. Because some people
can smell colors.
5. We've been doing nuclear fusion in our darkroom for years.

·The Few. The Loud.
The New Hampshire.

FAKE FUR HATS

. Olymp_ics_wit~ J?.~-~? dona_~?n"

.,

.,

Jon - It's Friday, and you know what that
means 1 Sweet anticipation is over. What
a week, huh? I promise, never again! love,
ME.

CREATIVE PORTRAITURE I
BEING OFFERED TO GRADUATNG SENIORS, PARTY HEADS,
SPIRING MUSICIANS, THEATRE MAJORS, OR OTHER INTERESTED PERSONS. EACH
WORK IS COMPLETELY ORIGINAL AND OF A HIGHLY EXPRESSIVE NATURE TAILORED
TO THE PARTICULAR PERSONALITY OR CREATIVE NEEDS 0
TRE INDIVIDUAL. FOR MOR
INFO OR OTHER PROJECTS

The V;:itrcan ruled today that communion
• water cannot be nacho flavored . So? So.
the point is mute! Just run in Lambda Chi
Alpha's "Spring into Shape" Road Race
on April 22 and help out the Special

P.S. What will we ever do without you next year.. besides
stay out of trouble!

.C

What do 180,000 car,ibou have to do with
, your driving to school today? Find out
. Mondayat 7 p.m. in H9rton, Rm. 4

CREATIVE

PORTRAITS

Part of full lime attendant needed in Parker
Language Laboratory from the end of May
through August. Knowledge of foreign
language not mandatory but helpful. Duties
consist of assisting students using the lab,
copying of cassettes, and some clerical
work . Hours are flexible . Salary is negot iable . Work-study is necessary. If interested
please contact the Parker Lab in Murkland
Hall or call 862-3913.

Happy 22nd Birthday

~ "1(1:J,J,

EAGER BUSINESS AND COMMUNICATION MAJORS' Now is your chance
to put your persuasive selling skills to work.
Become a part of MAIN STREET'S adver tising staff for next year!' We need lively,
energetic people who want hands - on
experience and the chance to earn commissions, too' Stop by Rm. 153 MUB or call
862-2730 . Deadline is April 20th. CALL
NOW'

HEY
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P-Crack ·

Hope your 19th B-Day
1S

"MINT"

]

Arc you female and shorton- cash? I would
like to pay you 100 .00 cash to dance for
five minutes at a friend's bachelor party
, April 22 . Must have own transportation .
' Discretion assured. Strictly business.
' Danny 749 -1668.
GLORY U/\ZE- new faster lunch 111enu.
Check it out Monday -Fr iday, t 1 a.m. - 5

P-r:!1

HOWDY! ....
From the Little Known
Folks at

The New Hampshire
Graphics

Love:
all your favorite ]
2nd Floor Cracks ]
JC

"

"

l

ArroN~l

resents ffie
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EARTH

WEEK
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Monday, April 17

1:00~:.,...:.',~,~,~..

~~~, ~

:,~
,::,~
J,~i'1'~~,~,~~'~'~·:,:.

~,~,:,~~n Rm. 4

i!~€6BMl~fmumlmpactCampingWorkshop,Belknap
(,'() / J

7:00pm Acid Rain Panel Discussion, Parsons L 101
I 'og(.'/111.11111 . rl

111u1,. ,, ,1,111:.:.,. (.11nd, .\ \ 1 .,,. 111,

N,. , .... o\ /,

/) r. }ulrn / ll111t · r. / nu• 1f t:t"fJ 1J 1/t. 1111. (.,,11,11/c.\ \ J , / ,. o, , 1/t. it,11',/, (.,.
/Jr. II tlh,w h. l;,,,l ./,.,,,. :: .1/t.. r J"i ·,,,1,r,t 1. 1·,,r.. :,1 ge1u11n t · , J), j 11.
f )r. }u/,11

Ltrl".•I.'.

1.·111 ll'f1;Jl;lt 11/ ,,1 /",/h I, /. 111 it'ul/JJ/l Ill.JI (.1,11
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uSpring into Shape"

a

5K ROAD RACE
APRIL 22 at 10:00 A.M.

)t

*t

/J1. Ji/

Wednesday, April 19

7:00pm Global Climate Change Panel Discussion,
Horton Rm. 4
Dr. g ,,l,u·t 1/,,n rt, 1. .11J1111 1J1l,l 11. d,, 11111/J'J, l..1rt!J .\ ,·ic11,, Dept
Du 1 hi \ J 11/t.. n u/u'..!. i11 . (. 1,111J1/,·_, .\_)·1 / em.1 l~t ·1c1ffb LL•1Jh• 1
/Jr. J,1111, , /i. 11Tt!/. J·,,n:1/ g , 1,,:,1,,·1 /),.J,t.

St,ut and finish at AXA, 10 Madbury Rd. ·

Entry forms available ar:

AXA_ Scorpio'~,
and Ract l)ay

)t

t

t

t-

i(
i(
i(

t

iC

*
i(
i(
*
i(
t Prizes for top 3 finishers in each division t
**
i(
i(
* 1
i(
t -· ;~fa 7> '~
_~
rr·~~e: J7t!e~enefit the i(t
*
J ·:,_, .
*
;,-.
Special Olympics ~

Thursday, April 19

12:30pm Speak-Out on Environmental Concerns,
T- Hall Lawn
7:00pm Debate on Seabrook & Nuclear Power, Horton

---~l

Friday, April 21 - EARTH DAY

10:00 - 2:00pm Environmental Information Fair, T-Hall
Monday, April 24

i(

t*

& ,\ ' // ()(.' ,\1<1//

/J r . } ,11uc1

tlt THE. 3rd ANNOAL AXA t

•

7:00pm "In Defence of Creation,"Senate Rm. MUB

0

1 • --··

i(
i(
i(
i(
i(
:t(

)t
)t

Tuesday, April 25

7:00pm Energy Conservation In Your Home, Belknap

*
*
C Sponsohred by &
*)t
Open agen
s
·
•
'
.
p .• •
*
CO r p IO s
r O VISIO n~~
- ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

Rm.MUB
Wednesd~;:";~~;t2~,,~11,~~1~(,~~';·o•~://0At '

-12:30am Pride Day Campus Clean-Up begins!!

(i

Funded by PFO.

!~~,~-~1~,~~~.~t~~'.~.~t~.,t~! ~~~//~a\~~~~,'.~~)~~~i~~. ~lub.

-
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MAMA LEONE's

II

· II

~

I
I
·I ·

RESTAURANT
(Hampton Beaches busiest, & favorite restaurant-a great place to work
.
this summer)
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Salad MaKefS (~~Q]\\\f~~~t

I
I

Mama Leone's is locatedin Hillcrest'HOtel (across from children's
playground, Hampton beach, N .H)

I
I

I

Come in and apply

I

I

.L

I

Saturday and Sunday April 15, 16 between 11-3
or call Gus for an appointment 926- 5576
-------~------------1-■■-l---~E--
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Harvard snea ks
by wom en's lax
By Mike Stinson
It has been a week of ups and
downs for the women's lacrosse
team. After defeating_ Boston
College on Tuesday, the team
was later dumped for a loss at
Harvard, in a game which had
been rescheduled from last
Saturday.
Thursday afternoon saw the
'Cats take to the rode as the
prepared to take on the undefeated Crimson of Harvard.
UNH started off a little shakey
falling behind 4-2 in the first
half. The teams traded goals to
start off the second before UNH
finally surged. The 'Cats powered in the next two goals to
knot the score at 5-5.
The score remained tied for
about the next 16 minutes
before Harvard's Karen Eveding fired home the winning
goal with 1:39 remaining in the
game. The loss dropped UNH' s
record to 5-2.
"We gave it everything we
had," said Wildcat goalie Christa
Hansen. "We played an excellent game, especially in the
second half." Hansen gave the
Crimson all the credit for taking
the victory. She said their defense put a lot of pressure on
the ball to force turnovers. The
defense was not everything
however, "Harvard was a really
well rounded team," Hansen

said.
Earlier in the week the Wildcats faced the Boston College
Eagles. BC jumped out to an
early lead but junior Anna Hill
took charge for the 'Cats, registering the first of here three
goals on the night. UNH
grabbed a momentary lead when
Alita Haytayan fired one in the
net, but the Eagles answered ten
seconds later to tie things up.
Hill and sophomore Liz Brickley combined for two more goal
before the half, but once again
the Eagles res ponded to knot
the game at 4-4 before the
intermission.
BC jumped out early in the
second half to take a one-goal
lead, but it proved to be short
lived. The Wildcats responded
with four unanswered goals to
claim the victory. Senior Lynne
Abbott put two shots in the
Eagle net, while Hill scored her
final goal of the game and junior
Courtney McKown tallied one
to bring the final score to 8-5.
UNH netminder Christa
Hansen finished the game with
four saves, two in each half.
UNH has now completed all
of its road contests for the
regular season. The Wildcats
come back to Durham for the
home opener tomorrow, April
15, at 1:00 p.m. against Massachusetts.

'Cat s ann oun ce
hock ey recr uits
By Brian Brady
Hockey Coach Bob Kullen
announced that he has recruited
seven hockey players for next
year's team. The focal point of
this years recruiting was to
bolster the offense and increase
the goal scoring. The recruiting
class consists of one goalie, two
defensemen and four forwards.
The two players Kullen is
most excited about are defenseman Jim McGrath and forward Greg Klym. McGrath is
a native of Belford, NJ, who
prepped at Cushing Academy, .
MA. "McGrath is a real good
defenseman," Kullen said. "He's
an honest, tough player who is
very smart defensively." Klym
is a native of Sault St. Marie,
Ontario, Canada and is more of
a playmaker. Kullen said that
he could be compared to a
Dominic Amodeo type player.
Brett Abel will come to UNH
after a brilliant career as goaltender at Lawrence Academy
in Massachusetts. Kullen says
that since the goaltending position is solid with Pat Morrison
and Pat Szturm, it could be a few
years before Abel becomes a
force. He feels that with so little ·
pressure on Abel, he could really
develop into a fine goaltender.
Defenseman Jesse Cooper,
from Lawrence Academy via
Lowell, MA, has also decided

to attend UNH. 'Jesse is a good
player," Kullen said. "He is a
defensive defenseman. He handles ~he puck real well in his own
end.
Local boy Jeff St. Laurent
from Berwick Academy will play
forward and look to bolster the
scoring. 'Jeff has fine offensive
skills," Kullen said. "He is a
good shooter and puck handler.
The key will be how long it takes
him to adjust to the competition." Greg Blow from Detroit
Compuware is another recruit
and will play forward for the
'Cats. Kevin Thompson, from
Reading, MA, will play center,
and Kullen sees him getting
skating time immediately.
Overall Kullen is very pleased
with the players. "The biggest
area we improved was the
scoring," Kullen said. "We had
a good defense this year, but
next year it'll be even better.
All of a sudden we have good
depth, in case of injuries. We
have kids who will be able to
step in."
Kullen is waiting to hear from
another recruit from Massachusetts who, if he comes, would
be the class of the recruits. The
player, Tony Amonte, of Thayer
Academy, is trying to decide
between UNH, BC, and the
New York Rangers. Don't hold
your breath, but, then again,
stranger things have happened. .
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§Mud Wrestling, Lacrosse and Cycling§
g

action in Durham this Saturday!

1

§

00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 0_

The women's lacrosse team suffered a tough loss Thursday when they dropped a 6-5 decision
to Harvard. (Ben Frazier photo)

Trac k look s imp ress ive
By Chris Benecick
The UNH women's track
team opened their spring season
with an impressive outing at
the seventh annual University
of Rhode Island Invitational.
Competing this past weekend
were host URI, Boston U niversity, Holy Cross, Smith College
and UNH. No team scores were
compiled at the meet, so no
overall winner was crowned.
· According to Coach Nancy
Krueger, "If team scores were
taken, it would have been a tight
battle between us, URI and Holy
Cross. I was pleased with the
girls' performances."
UNH opened up the meet on
a winning note, with the 400meter relay team of Laura
Schofield, Kristine Grange,
Kristine Downing and Amy
Brown, which finished in a fast
time of 50.2 seconds. This
qualified them for the New
England Championships at the
end of the season.
Downing was also a winner
in the 100-meter hurdles, crossing the line in 15.8 seconds and
qualifying for the New England's as well. In the same event

ships. Weston also threw well
in the discus, earning second
place with a toss of 126-1. Karen
Wenmark took third in that
event with a throw of 112 feet.
UNH took complete control
in the hammer throw with
Wenmark far outdistancing the
field with a heave of 143-6. Chia
Movizzo placed second with a
personal best of 136-11. These
throws enabled the two to
qualify for the New England's
and ECAC's as well.
Joanne Marshall earned second place honors in the high
jump with an effort of five feet.
Heidi Pollet leaped 15-3 1/4 to
claim second in the long jump.
Coach Krueger was also
pleased that UNH was able to
qualify 19 Wildcats out of 23
for the New England's in only
the first meet of the season.
"The kids stayed in shape during
the break in seasons and were
able to perform at an indoor
championship level. We can
only get stronger as the year
progresses."
The women's track and field
squad is in action this weekend
against seven teams at the Smith
Invitational.

Michele Page ran well enough
to take sixth with a time of 20. 7.
Jen Poisson ran a strong
individual 400-meters to take
third in 1 :03 .6 seconds. Schofield added to her relay victory
by taking first place in the 100meters, winning in 13.2.
Perhaps the Wildcats' strongest showing was in the 200meters, an event in which they
dominated by claiming the first
four positions. Grange powered
her way to victory, running a
swift 26.8. Schofield followed
in 27.4, while Downing placed
third in 27 .8 and Brown finished
fourth with a time of 28.2.
In the 3000-meters UNH
copped the top two slots and
also qualified two more for New
England's. Dominique St. Pierre
ran a gutsy 10: 14.6 for first with
Dawn EQterlain trailing just
behind in 10: 16.1.
The lady tracksrers also
sparkl~d in the field events at
URI. Carol Weston unleashed
a huge toss in the javelin,
throwing 149-6, a personal
record by seven feet. The herculian effort also enabled Weston to qualify for both the New
England and ECAC Champion-

University sports shorts
New men's AD Gib Chapman
is in town for a few days and is
thumbing through applications
for the vacant head men's basketball coaching position. According to the Boston Globe,
Brian Hammel, assistant coach
at USC, is interested. Seton Hall
Assistant Coach Tom Sullivan
is also available and interested.
Others who, according to the
Globe, are interested are Bob
Brown, coach of the University
of Southern Maine · and exassistant to Rick Pitino, Saint
Anselm Coach Keith Dickson,
Plymouth State Coach Phil
Rowe, and St. Michael's (Vermont) Coach James Casciano.
Director of Athletics Mike
O'Neil said there are currently
40-50 applications submitted
with the number increasing by
the day.
"There's a tremendous
amoun~ of interest," O'Neil said.
"We have received phone calls
from Digger Phelps (Notre

Dame), Rick Pitino, and Dave
Gavitt (Commissioner of the
Big Ease) all recommending
candidates for the job." Do not
misread this. They called to
RECOMMEND people for the
job, not apply. According to
O'Neil, the decision should be
made around May 1.

********
********
Even though the ice in Snively
is gone, the men's hockey team
had their annual banquet at
Yoken's in Portsmouth last
Saturday. Chris Grassie, a junior
defenseman from Somersworth, ·
NH, was named captain for the
1989-90 team.
Tim Shields was a triple
winner on the evening. He won
the Warren Brown Memorial
Award for being the best left
wing. Shields and Dan Pracher
shared the Sid Knight A ward
for the best grade point average
on the team. Steve Horner won
the Unsung Player Award.

Horner finished his career with
47 goals and 43 assists for 90
points.
Sophomore goaltender Pat
Morrison was awarded the Roger A. LeClerc A ward, which is
given to the Most Valuable
Player.
Junior Jeff Lazaro won the Best
Defenseman Award and the
"Downtown A.C.'s Iceman
Trophy" for the most exciting
player. Sophomore Kevin Dean
received the Most Improved
Player award.

****************
Congratulations goes to Shelly Difronzo, the senior captain
for this year's women's hockey
team. Difronzo was named to
the 1989 Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference (ECAC)
Division I All-Star Team. Difronzo finished her career with
27 goals and 33 assists for 60
points.
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Men's lax downs Eagles
By Ward D. Fraser
The men's lacrosse team
notched their first win of the
'89 season on Wednesday, as
they squeaked past a scrappy
Boston College squad, 9-8, at
Cowell Stadium.
The Wildcats have been
known to play at their opponents level and Wednesday was
no exception. After falling
behind 7-3 halfway through the
third quarter, the 'Cats got on
track and exploded for five goals
in a six minute span on route
to their one goal victory.
"It was nice to finally get a
win under our belts," said Head
Coach Ted Garber. "It definitely
wasn't pretty, but the k~ds
showed a lot of character commg
back, after being down by four."
Once again, the Wildcats were
led by attackman Jeff Mechura.
The sophomore had one goal
and three assists to raise his
season totals to 10 and six
respectively. Senior Frank Fiore
also turned in a strong game
both offensively and defensive· ly. Fiore assisted on the sixth
goal and scored the seventh just
15 seconds later on a fast break.
UNH seemed disorganized
early in the game and the _Eagles
took full advantage, runn~ng 01:t
to a quick 2-0 lead. Semor tncaptain Brian Quirk put UNH

on the board ar 10:::,b of the
opening stanza, after Mechura
fed him with a beautiful pass.
Neither team could muster any
offense for the remainder of the
quarter, and the score stayed 21.

BC senior attackman Christopher Pascale scored the next
two goals to give the Eagles a
4-1 lead at the 7:28 mark of the
second quarter. Things were
looking bleak for the 'Cats until
senior Brendan O'Brien found
an open John McConaghy. The
freshman attackman brought
the 'Cats to within two goals
at 10:04. But BC scored a little
over a minute later to extend
their lead to 5-2.
"Wecouldn'tgetarungoing,"
said Garber. "I knew once we
scored two or three, that they
(BC) would fold."
.
UNH got somewhat of a
break as Tim Vetrano scor_e d
with just two seconds remaining
in the half, to cut BC's lead to
5-3.
The Wildcats seemed to carry
some momentum going into the
second half, but could not capitalize on offense. BC's Jim
Bleakley scored his second and
third at 3:50 and 5:08 of the
third quarter to give the Eagles
their biggest lead at 7-3.
Suddenly, someone woke the
'Cats up. UNH went on a tear,

scoring five goals in a six minute
span. New Hampshire got goals
from Bill Sullivan, McConaghy,
Machura, Fiore (who set up
Mechura's goal just 15 seconds
earlier on a beautiful fast break),
and Brendan O'Brien. BC scored
only once during the Wildcat's
onslaught to even the score out
8-8 at the end of the third
quarter.
Senior Brian Quirk scored the
only goal of the fourth quarter
and the game winner at 3:36.
The 'Cats outshot their opponents by 10 (34-24) and won
over twice the faceoffs (13-6),
as sophomore J?ave Pflug ~id
an outstanding Job controllrng
the faceoffs. Sophomore goalie
Stowe Milhous also turned in
a strong game, coming u.p V:7ith
nine saves, many from porntblank range. The 'Cats improved
to 1-4, while BC dropped to 3-

6.
New Hampshire will host the
Redmen of St.John's University
on Saturday at 1:00 p.m. St.
John's is 2-7 thi~ season,_but are
coming off a big 9-8 wrn over
Harvard on Wednesday. The
Redmen also battled 14th
ranked UMass to a 10-8 loss.
Look for a hard fought physical~
game Saturday between two
teams whose records do not
reflect their talent or abilities.
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Men'sMajorHockey

•
•

1. Delta Chi
2. Sigma Nu Stars

•
•

3. Zimmermans
4. Pike Generals

•

5. Rookies

•

ec por

S

Faculty/Staff Hoop
1. Full Spectrum
2. Dreamers
3. TCB
4. Terps

Men's Minor Hockey

•

1. SAE America's Team
2.RoadWafflors
3. Mod Squad
4. Mountaineers

•
•
•
:

Women's Minor Hockey •
1. Gibbs S.O.L.O.
2. Devine
3. Marston House

••

Wednesday by downing BC. (Ben Frazier p oto
1

Massac h usettS
pounds 'Cats

···············~········••.•····-•
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By Kevin Connelly
The UNH baseball team has
finished their first road trip of
the season. A nine game stint
on foreign fields left the 'Cats
record at 3-6.
UNH's final series on the
road pitted them against the
Hawks of Hartford. The 'Cats
took the first game of the threegame series, 7-3, behind the arm
of Joe Teixeira. He picked up
his second win of the season and
leads the staff with 22 innings
pitched with a 2.86 ERA.
The 'Cats dropped their next
two meetings to the Hawks by
scores of 4-3 and 10-0. Rob
Carpentier took the first loss,
evening out his record at 1-1
with a 4.91 ERA. Chris Schott
lost his second game of the
season in the nightcap.
Freshman DH Mike Garzone
has been a bright spot for the
Cats offensively. His .444 batting average, seven RBI's, and
two home runs are all tops on
the team. Catcher Tony Martins
follows Gartone with a .385
average, while outfielder M~ke
Varano and third baseman Mike
Levin post marks of .368 and
.333 respectively.
Fighting the steady wind and
the minutemen of UMass, the
'Cats came up on the short end
of an 11-2 score in their home
opener yesterday.
.
Joe Teixeira hurled the_ f~rst
two innings for UNH, g1vmg

up one run on two hits. The run
was scored on a pair of singles
to the first two batters and a
fielders choice. Teixeira went
on to retire the next five batters
in a row.
The 'Cats struck back, tying
the ballgame in their half of the
first inning. With two outs,
Mike Varano drew a walk and
Mike Levin followed with a
triple to deep center.
Rob Carpentier relieved Teixeira in the third inning, yielding
three runs on three hits. Mike
Smith then relieved Carpentier
in the fourth. After striking out
his first batter and getting the
next batter to roll back to the
mound, Smith gave up a pair
of hits, putting the Minuteme_n
up 5-1. Smith ~e_gained hts
dominance by reunng four out
of his last five batters.
UNH cut the lead to 5-2 in
the bottom of the sixth. Once
again the 'Cats rallied with two
outs. Dave Stewart, Tim Lucci,
and Sean Ashley connected on
three consecutive singles to
score a run. The 'Cats could only
manage one more hit the rest
of the game, while UMass put
six more runs on the board .
Chris Schott, Rick Staba, and
Scott MacDonald each pitched
in the late innings for the 'Cats.
UNH packs their bags after
the brief homestand and heads
to Vermont for a weekend series
with the Catamouncs.

